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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 1988 Fatality File is a comprehensive database, providing details on each of the
2560 fatal crashes resulting in 2875 fatalities, that occurred in Australia in that year.
The database is of special interest and value as it is a national database coded from
original police and coronial inquest data, and includes a large and more
comprehensive set of variables than found in the State databases. As such the Fatality
File is a particularly valuable resource for gaining a fuller understanding of the fatal
crashesoccurringin
Australia and hence directions for further research for
countermeasure development to reduce the toll. The Fatality File is compiled by the
Federal Office of Road Safety.
The objectivesof this projectwere:

1.

To conduct quantitative analyses of the Fatality File to provide descriptions of
the role of the following causal variables specified by FORS

..

fatigue
speeding
alcohol (>.05 but <. 15, >. 15)
crashes involvingyoung drivers aged 17-20
crashes involving young drivers aged 2 1-25
crashes involving drivers over the ageof 65

.
2.

To review original documentation so as to provide brief quantitative and verbal
descriptions of asubset of the causal variables examined under Objective 1.

Quantitative analvses of the role of selected causal variables

Fatigue
*

128 crashes in which "driver asleep or fatigued" was identified bythe coders as
the most importantcausal factor and at least one unit was responsible.
129 units classed as responsible, 150 people killed, 175 injured

As shown by past research, fatigue crashes were more likely than other crashes:

-

*

to occur between midnight and 6 am but less likely to occur between noon and
midnight
to occur in rural areas, on highways and in the absence of street lighting
to be single vehicle crashes and involve fewer vehicles on average than other
crashes
to be offpath, on straight crashes and less often involve pedestrians or vehicles
from adjacent directions

vii

In contrast to the predictions of past research, fatigue crashes were noL
more likely to involve the shoulder than other rural crashes
more likely to involve articulated vehicles than cars or light commercial
vehicles
In addition, fatigue crashes were characterised by:
longer trip lengths
low levels of alcohol
higher car occupancy
death or hospitalisation to younger persons

Speeding
482 crashes in which excessive speed was identified as the most important or
second most important contributing factor
499 units, 573 deaths and 464 injured

In comparison with nonspeeding crashes, speeding crashes involved:
loss of control on the gravel shoulder

-

collision with objects or parked vehicles off road
more 17-20 year old and fewer over 40 year old controllers responsible
recreation as the purpose of the trip
unemployed drivers and motorcyclists responsible

Speeding crashes involving alcohol showed the following characteristics
occurrence at nightandonweekends
offpathon
curve crashes
male drivers or motorcyclists (when BAC>. 15)

Alcohol
73 I crashes in which alcohol was coded as the most important or second most
important contributing factor
832 killed, 352 persons hospitalised

In comparison with other fatal crashes, alcohol crashes were more likely to:
occur at night andon weekends (more so if BAC>. 15)
occur in Northern Territory (BAC>. 15 only)
be single vehicle crashes (especially pedestrian crashes when B A G . 15)
involve speeding
involve male driver (more so when BAC>. 15)
involve motorcyclists (BAC>. 15 only)
involve non-elderly adult pedestrians
result in more deaths among 21-40 year olds (also 17-20 year olds when BAC
.05-.15)

viii

Alcohol crashes were:

less likely to occur on
highways and more likely to occuron other rural roads
less likely to occur atintersections

.

more likely to involve driversof light commercial vehicles (BAC>. 15)
more likely to involve older cars
driver responsible more likely to be sole occupant (BAC>. 15)
driver responsible lesslikely to be wearing seat belt
driver responsibleless likely tobe retired and (BAC>. 15) more likely to be
manual worker or unemployed
trip purposewas more often recreation to home

Young roadusers

-

425 crashes, 478 people killed, 406 people injured in crashes in which person
responsible was aged 17-20 years
490 crashes, 562 people killed, 514 people injured in crashes in which person
responsible was aged 2 1-25 years

Compared with crashes for which 26-65 year olds were responsible:
crashes of young people occurred more often at night
crashes of young people were more common on the weekend (contribution of
high alcohol crashes only)
youngerdriversresponsible drove older cars
carsdriven by 17-20 year olds had more passengers
were more likely to occur in urban areas and less likely to occur on highways
*
were more likely to be single vehicle (17-20 year olds)
young person responsible was more commonly driving a car
young persons killed were more likely to be motorcyclists
young people were less likely to be driving to or from work, more likely to be
driving toor returning fiom recreation

-.
--

In contrast to predictions from past research:
17-20 year olds did not have more crashes in states with lower licensing ages
*
no over-representation of maledrivers

Elderly roadusers
279 crashes in which the personresponsible was aged over 65 years, 299
fatalities, 189 persons injured
Compared with crashes for which 26-65 year oldswere responsible, crashes for which
elderly persons were responsible had the following characteristics:

*

more daytimecrashes (because of more daytime driving?)
more urban crashes (because of shorter distances driven?)
more intersection crashes of older drivers, but not older pedestrians

ix

-

moremulti-vehiclecrashes, particularly involving vehicles from adjacent
directions, nothead-on
relatively more female drivers and pedestrians responsible
more commoninmid-week
more common in Victoria and less common in Western Australia
carshad more occupants
lesslikely to be speeding
less likely to have BAO.05 but more likely to have BAC unknown

More thah 90% of the persons killed in crashes for which over 65 year olds were
responsible belonged to this age group.
Review of original documentation
The review of original
documentation provided valuable insight into patterns of
involvement of causal variables in crashes. In addition, this material contained
information which wasnot coded in the Fatality File. It provides a useful background
for hypothesis generation for testing in theFatality File or by special purpose studies.
Typical scenarios were developed for crashes for each of the sevencausal variable
categories of fatigue;speeding; alcohol (BAC 0.15, and BAC 0.05-0.15); young
roadusers aged 17-20 yearsand 21-25 years; older roadusers aged over 65 years.
These scenariosparticularly highlighted the pre trip activity and circumstanceleading
to the crash and actual crash details.
Particular aspects highlightedfrom the case scenariosare:
Fatigue:
Drivers overestimatingtheir capacity to drive (and stay alert) followinglong bouts of
alcohol consumption;.or partying till late at night with little sleep; after long hours of
work; or long hours of travel to holiday destinations.
Speeding
Overall speeding crashes may be characterised by the driversnot perceiving (or
caring about?)the risk inherent in driving at aspeed excessive for the road and driver
capabilities, nor the possible consequences. If something perturbs thecar's motion
then the car's highspeed and the driver's inexperience (lack of skill), compounded by
the vehicle's age, result in loss of control with fatal consequences due to the high
energy impact. The driver's skill levels. what ever they may be, are ofcourse further
reduced by alcohol and lack of experience. It would also appear that, the driversin a
number of cases do not appear to look at their speedometer regularly.
Alcohol (BAC 0.05-0.1s)
Single vehicle crashes:Drivers of the vehicles were commonly noted to have been
drinking at the pub. or had a few drinks with their mates. Subsequent driving of the

X

vehicle exhibited factors ranging from sleepiness, inattentiveness to speeding, and to
what could be regarded as “showing off’ to mates in the car. The single vehicle
crashes also exhibited a range of miscellaneous circumstances which could be
regarded as consequences of careless and inattentive driving.
The other major group of crashes involved pedestrians. In some cases both the car
driver and pedestrian involved had BAC > 0.05. These examples tend to suggest the
need to focus beyond drink driving and to the problem of intoxicated peoplein
general, managing themselves in the transport system.

Alcohol P A C >0.15)
Overall these crashes are characterised by people drinking, usuallysocially, over a
number of hours, moving from hotel to hotel or to other parties, resulting in a high
level of BAC. However the degree of intoxication (and hence impairment of driving
capacity) does not appear to be apparent to observers, or possibly the person himself.
Once on the road the driver usually loses control of the vehicle, often with excess
speed involved, resulting in impact with trees or poles, or roll-overs, and in some
cases other vehicles.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
The 1988 Fatality File is a comprehensive database, providing details on each of the
2560 fatal crashes resulting in 2875 fatalities, that occurred in Australia in that year.
The database is of special interest and value as it is a national database coded from
original police and
coronia1
inquest data, and includes a large and more
comprehensive set of variablesthan found in the State databases. As such the Fatality
File is a particularly valuable resource for gaining a fuller understanding of the fatal
crashes
occurring
in
Australia and hence directions for further research for
countermeasure development to reduce the toll. The Fatality File is compiled by the
Federal Office of Road Safety.
of the Fatality File to
The first objectiveof this projectwas the quantitative analysis
provide descriptionsof various crashes, selected according to specific characteristics,
termed "causal variables". The particular causal variables were specified as:

1. Alcoholinvolvement (BACz.05 and > X )
2. Speeding
3. Driver fatigue
4. Young drivers:
aged 17-20
aged 21-25
5. Drivers overthe age of 65

In addition the project includedreview
a
of original casedocumentation to provide a
brief qualitative descriptionin terms of cases scenarios, for each of the five causal
variables examined.As information gained from the analysis of the data base is
limited to the variables coded, the
review of casematerial was also aimed at obtaining
additional insightsnot able tobe ascertained from the data base.
The third objectivewas to make recommendations on improving the Fatality File, in
terms of completeness of coding,addition of certain variables or deletion o f nonuseful
variables.

Report Structure
The report is set outin two basic sections:
The results from the detailed analysis for each of the fivecausal variables are
given in Chapters 2 to 6:
-Chapter 2 Fatigue crashes
-Chapter 3 Speeding crashes
-Chapter 4 Alcohol crashes
-Chapter 5 Crashes for which young roadusers were responsible
-Chapter 6 Crashes for which older roadusers were responsible

2

Chapter 7 provides thecase scenarios developed from the samplesof original
case materialfor each crash
Each of the chapters
are largely self contained and canbe read separately, except for
cross references tosome figures and tables which are used in common.
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2. FATIGUE CRASHES
Driver fatigue has been described as a state of drowsiness that ends in the driver
falling asleep at thewheel QWti4nen and Summala, 1978). A general feeling of loss
of attention,loss of interestand sometimes boredom accompanies the onsetof fatigue.
There are 128 crashes in which"driver asleep or fatigued" was identified as the most
important causal factor and at least one unit was judged to be responsible. These
crashes involved 129 units classed as responsible. 150 people were killed and 175
injured in these crashes.
The first approachtaken in this chapter isto examine crashes for which fatigue was
identified bythe coders as the most importantcausal factor. Because fatigue crashes
are difficultto identify @articularly when the fatigued driver has been killed), it is
likely that these crashesrepresent a subsetonly of all of the fatal crashes in which
fatigue played a major role. For this reason, wherever appropriate, further analyses
seek to determine how many other crashes in the Fatal File have the characteristics
identified as likely to be fatigue-related.

Past studieshave shown fatigue-related crashes to have a number of characteristicsin
terms of timing,location, crash patternand characteristics of drivers involved. On the
basis of past research
one expects fatigue-related crashes to:

.

occur more often at night thanduring the day
occur more in rural areas than in urban areas
often be single vehicle or involve avehicle on the wrong side of the road, not
overtaking
involve theshoulder
often involve long distance
trucks (most of which are articulated)
involve similarnumbers of fatigued car and truck drivers in articulated truck
crashes
more often result indeath to fatigued truck drivers than other truck crashes
involve longer trip lengths
involve low levels of alcohol
involve intakeof sedatives

Reading of the case material suggested that driver inexperience and higher vehicle
occupancy were also characteristics of fatigue
crashes. In this chapter, the role of
these factors in fatigue crashes as a whole is examined and compared with other
crashes.

4

2.1 TIMING
Research has shown that drivers aremuch more likely to fall asleepat the wheel
during the night than during
the day. This has been demonstrated for both car drivers
(Hamelin, 1980, in McDonald, 1981 and Lisper, Eriksson, FagerstrSm and Lindholm,
1979) and truck drivers(Harris, 1977). The crucial period appears to be between 2
and 6 am. Drivers at thistime of day not only are likely to fall asleep because it is a
normal time for sleeping but often they have also been driving for an extended period.
In Figure 2.1, the timeof day that fatigue crashes and other fatal crashes occurred is
shown groupedinto six hour blocks. More than a thirdof fatigue crashesoccurred
between midnight and 6 a m . The time of day distributions of Fatigue and other
crashes differed significantly,x2(3)=35.4, p<.05. Relatively more Fatigue crashes
occurred between midnight and 6 am and relativelyfewer Fatigue crashes occurred
between noon andmidnight. These findings are in accord with past research.

I

Fatigue

"~

I

Others
-

31.0

30.7
27.3

21.1

YOCrashes

1

I

7

'i

i

17.4

16.4

""I

i

!
Midnight to 6am

6am tu Noon

Noun to 6pm

6pm to Midnight

Time Of Day
Fatigue : 128 Cases; Others : 2291 Cases.

Figure 2.1. Time of day thatfatigue and other crashes occurred

2.2 LOCATION
Fatigue-related crashes have been found tobe more common on rural highways than
on urban roads. One reason for this is that average trip lengths arelikely to be longer
on these roads and inattention and drowsiness are brought on by the constant speeds
and monotony. In addition, on such highways many other contributors to crashes poor access control,presence of unprotected utility poles, sub-standard road geometry,
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-

etc. have been removed (Haworth, 1990). Because rural speeds are generally h g h
and because sleeping drivers do not take evasive action, fatigue-related crashes are
often severe.
The proportion of Fatigue crashes occurring in rural areas wassignificantly greater
than forother crashes (71.9% vs 40.6%, z=6.98, p<.05). Twice as many fatigue
crashes occurred on rural highways as on other rural roads. Because of the rural
nature of fatigue crashes, street lighting was more often missingfor Fatigue crashes
(71.0% vs 45.6%, ~=3.90, pi.05).
The high proportion of fatigue crashes that occurred in rural areas and specifically on
rural highways is inaccord with earlier research. From this view, one might expect
that a greater proportion of crashes occurring in Queensland, Western Australia, South
Australia and NorthernTerritory were fatigue-related than in other states because of
more rural driving in these four states. Table 2.1 below addresses this issue.

Table 2.1. Crashes which occurred in rural areas andproportions of crashes which
involved fatigue in each State.

State
NSW
VIC
QLD
SA
WA
TAS
NT
ACT

Crashes in rural areas

329
238
209
92

85
35
30
3

(37.8)
(39.4)
(48.9)
(46.7)
(45.7)
(55.6)
(71.4)
(9.7)

Crashes involving fatigue
(4.0)
35
30 (5.0)
31 (7.3)
8 (4.1)
15 (8.1)
3 (4.8)
6 (14.3)
0 (0.0)

The proportion of crashes that occurred in rural areas andthe proportion of crashes
that involved fatigue were both highest in the Northern Territory(see highlighted
numbers in table). In addition, the two States w-hichhad the lowest proportion of rural
crashes had the lowest proportion of crashes which involvedfatigue (ACT and NSW).
2.3 CRASH PATTERN

When a driver falls asleep at the wheel, he or she ceases steering. Depending on the
initial vehicle heading, road camber and curvature. this may eventually result in
leaving the carriageway to the lefi or crossing the centre line onto the wrong side of
the road. The conscquences of these actions then depend on whether the subject
wakes up and the presence or absence of other vehicles. If the subject does not wake
up, leaving the road to the left is likely to result in a single vehicle crash coded as off
path, on straight or off path on curve. Crossing the centre line may result in a similar
single vehicle crash or a multi-vehicle crash coded as head-on not overtaking if
another vehicle is impacted on the \\Tong side of the road.
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A recentstudy of rural single vehicle crashes in Victoria concluded that it was
probable that thedriver had fallen asleepin 27% of the crashes investigated (Amour,
Carter, Cinquegrana andGriffith, 1988). The NSW Heavy Vehicle Crash Study
(Sweatman, Ogden, Haworth, Vulcan and Pearson, 1990) found that 49% of the
known fatal truck crasheson the Hume and Pacific Highways were coded head on, not
overtaking.
Analysis of the Fatal Fileshowed that, on average, Fatigue crashes involved fewer
vehicles than non-Fatigue crashes (1.27 vs I .55, t(1823)=-5.45, pi.05). This resulted
from a larger proportionof Fatigue crashes involving only one vehicle (74.6%vs
48.2%). If single vehicle crashes involving pedestrians are removed, 71.9% of fatigue
crashes were truly single vehicle compared with 35.5% of other crashes. This figure
is very high, especially if one considers the problem of lack of witnesses to provide
evidence of fatigue in single vehiclecrashes.

As Figure 2.2 shows, almost a half of the Fatigue crashes involved a vehicle drifting
off a straightroad. In most of these crashes the vehicle then struck an object or a
parked vehicle.

1

Fatigue

z,Others

!
i

47 7

ped

Adjacent

Opposite
Same
Dir.
Dir.

Man'vring

Otaking
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Off Path
On
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Crash Pattern
Fatigue : 128 Cases; Others : 2295 Carer.

Figure 2.2. Crash patternsof fatigue andother crushes.

Off Path
On Curvc

Ohrs

I

The other typeof fatigue crashpredicted by past research is head-on, not overtaking.
21.9% of fatigue crasheswere of this pattern.
If the driver is awoken
by drifting onto the shoulder, the resultmay be ouercorrection, particularly if the shoulder is soft or loose. For this reason, the shoulder is
expected to play a rolein fatigue crashes.
Fatigue crashes weremore likely than nonfatigue crashes to OCCUI on roads with loose
or soft shoulders (seeTable 2.2, x2(4)=53.6, p<.05). However, the shoulder was
involved for similarnumbers of vehicles in fatigue and nonfatigue crashes (see Table
2.3, ~2(4)=3.4,pZ.05).

Table 2.2. Type of shoulder in fatigue and nonfaiigue-relaied crashes. Perceniage
of crashes is given in brackets.

Type of shoulder
Sealed
Loose
Soft
Narrow
Unknown

Fatigue crashes
19 (14.8)
87 (68.0)
8 (6.3)
2 (1.6)
12 (9.4)

Nonfatigue crashes
987 (43.0)
921 (40.1)
102 (4.4)
6 (0.3)
278 (12.1)

Table 2.3. Role of ihe shoulder
in faiigue and nonfaiigue-relaied crashes.
Percentage of crashes is given in brackets.

Shoulder involvement
Off carriageway to left
Re-enter carriageway
No shoulder involved
Unknown
Not applicable

Vehicles in fatigue
crashes
3 (2.3)
12 (9.3)
108 (83.7)
6 (4.7)
0 (0.0)

Vehicles in nonfatigue
crashes
36 (1.8)
113 (5.7)
1768 (88.4)
82 (4.1)
1 (0.1)

The greater representation of roads withloose or soft shoulders in fatigue crashes
could stem from their largelyrural nature. When analysis was confined to only rural
crashes, the mix of shoulder type did not differ for fatigueand other crashes: 78.3%
of fatigue and 7 1.5% of other crashes occurred where there was a looseshoulder and
5.4% and 7.7% of crashes, respectively, occurred where there was a soft shoulder.
Neither did shoulder involvement differ between fatigue and other crashes. About 3%
of vehicles went off the camageway to the leftand about 1 1 % re-entered the
carriageway,

8

The lack of role of re-entering the carriageway in fatigue crashes is surprising in the
light of past research (Ryan, Wright, Hinrichs and McLean, 1988).

2.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF FATIGUED DRIVERS
The persons responsible for fatigue-related crashes were alldrivers or motorcyclists.
As Table 2.4 shows, almost two-thirds were car drivers but these made up only a very
small proportion of car drivers. In contrast, two of the 10 drivers of light buses were
fatigued and 5.6% of drivers of light commercial vehicles were fatigued.

Table 2.4. Type of vehicle driven by person responsible for fatigue-related crash.

I

Type of vehicle driven
Motor cycle
Passenger car
Forward control van
Off road vehicle
Light bus
Light commercial
Medium commercial
Heavy commercial
Unknown

Number
3
81
4
3
2
22
3
10
1

I

Percent of
fatigue crashes
2.3
62.8
3.1
2.3
1.6
17.1
2.3
7.8
0.8

Percent of
vehicle type
0.9
3.8
4.9
4.0
20.0
5.6
1.9
3.1
2.9

2.5 FATIGUE AND TRUCK DRIVERS.
One of the major risk factors for fatigue crashes is driving too long. While this can
occur for car drivers, it is more common in truck drivers. Haworth, Heffeman and
Home (1 989) reported, however, that it was at least equally likely for the car driver as
the truck driver to be fatigued in a crash involving an articulated vehicle. Fatigue
crashes may have more severe consequences for truck drivers than other types of
crashes (Leggett, 1988).
There were 17 fatigue-related crashes in which a heavy commercial vehicle (>12t
GVM) was involved. The heavy commercial vehicles involved were 2 rigid trucks, 13
semi-trailers, one road train and one B-double. Table 2.5 shows the distribution by
state of articulated vehicle crashes and those which involved fatigue. It is interesting
to note that. according tothe Fatal File, 4.1% of Victorian fatal articulatedvehicle
crashes involved fatigue. This is considerably lower than the estimates of 9.1%
(based on Coroner's findings) or 19.9% (based on the authors' judgement) which were
reported by Haworth et al. (1989) for 1984-1986.

9

Table 2.5. Articulated truck crashes and the role of fatigue for each stare.
State

1

NSW
VIC
QLD
SA
WA
TAS
NT
Australia

Articulated
vehicle crashes

128
49
55
18
11
4
5
2
272

Fatigue-related articulated vehicle
crashes
Number
Percentage of
artic. crashes
6
4.7
2
4.1
5
9.1
0
0.0
1
9.1
0.0
0
1
20.0

1

I

Of the 15 fatigue crashes in which an articulated vehicle was involved, 6 were singlevehicle, 8 involved two vehicles and 1 involved three vehcles. There were no
pedestrians involved in these crashes.
In the nine multi-vehicle fatigue crashes involving articulated vehicles, it was the
driver of the othervehicle, not the truck driver: who was fatigued in six crashes. The
drivers considered responsible were 2 car drivers and 4 drivers of light commercial
vehicles. Thus drivers of cars or light commercial vehicles were as likely as truck
drivers to be fatigued in crashes involving an articulated vehicle crashes, in line with
the findings ofHa\vorth et al. ( I 989).
The Fatal File provides some evidence to support the view that crashes of fatigued
truck drivers are nlore likely to be fatal to the driver than other truck crashes. 3 14
lreavy commercial vehicles were involved in fatal crashes (25 rigid trucks, 271
articulated trucks and 18 other heav>-commercial vehicles). While the number of
heavy commercial vehicles involved in fatigue-related crashes is small, 7 of the 17
drivers were killed (41 2%) compared with 52 of the 297 drivers (17.5%) involved in
nonfatigue-related crashes.
I t has been speculated that overturning of articulated vehicles in fatigue-related
crashes may be the cause of the high severity of these crashes to the driver of the
truck. Of the 7 truck drivers killed in fatigue crashes. 6 were rollovers. All of these
crashes involved only one vehicle

2.6 TRIP PURPOSE AND LENGTH

The most common trip purposes for persons responsible for fatigue and other crashes
are shown in Table 2.6. Pedestrians were excluded from this analysis because it was
thought that their data would distort the comparison. The percentages are calculated
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only where trip purpose was known. About a third of the fatigue crashesoccurred
during trips from recreation to home
(e.g. returning from a party, returning from
holidays). In contrast, these tripsmade up only a quarter of nonfatigue crashes. This
is in accord with ageneral tiredness involvement in these crashes,
Interestingly, about aquarter of fatigue crashes and other crashes could be classed as
work-related (home towork, work to work, work to home, work to recreation etc).
The case studieshighlighted factors such asleaving night shift.
When the analysiswas repeated focussing only on drivers very similar percentages
and the same overall pattern were found.

Table 2.6. Percent of trips for each of the most commontrippurposes. Note that
both origin and destination of trip were unknown for 31.8% of fatigue crashes and
47.9% of other crashes.

Trip purpose
Recreation to Home
Home to Recreation
Work to Home
Work to Work
Recreation to Recreation

I

I

Fatigue crashes
36.4 I
13.6
11.4
10.3
10.3

Other crashes
24.0
8.3
4.8
14.2
14.4

In the Fatal File, trip purpose is coded as two variables, origin and destination. For
fatigue crashes eachof these variables had about one-third of the datamissing. The
data were missing for origin and destination for about half of the nonfatigue crashes,
suggesting that fatigue is more likely to be coded as an important contributing factorif
there is more evidence availableabout the purpose, length etc of the trip.
The Fatal File providestwo types of information about trip length. Distance from the
commencement of the trip is direct
a
measure. The FatalFile is one of the fewmass
crash data files whichprovides this information. However, as Table 2.7 shows, this
information isunknown for more than a third of vehicles (note: Table 2.7 excludes
pedestrians). As was noted in the examination of trip purpose, the proportionof
vehicles for which distancefrom commencement was unknown was less for fatigue
crashes thanother crashes.
Distance from home is an indirect measure of trip length.It provides abetter estimate
when the origin of the trip is the driver's home than when the destination is the driver's
home. As Table 2.8 shows, distance from home is unknown for only about 5% of
vehicles responsible (excluding pedestrians).
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Table 2.7. Distance from the commencement ofthe trip for vehicles responsible for
fatigue crashes and other crashes (acludespedestrians).

Distance from
commencement of trip
( W
<50
51-100
101-500
2500
Unknown

Fatigue crashes (“A)

Other crashes (%)

34.9
8.5
17.1
4.7
34.9

40.7
3.1
4.9
0.4
50.7

Table 2.8. Distance from home for controllers of vehicles responsible f o r fatigue
crashes and other crashes (excluding pedestrians).

Distance from home
( W
<1
1-5
6-10
11-50
51-100
101-500
>500
Unknown

Fatigue crashes (%)
3.1
10.9
14.7
18.6
7.8
22.5
17.8
4.7

Other crashes (“A)
4.9
24.9
16.5
24.8
5.9
12.0
4.9
5.6

Fatigue was over-represented when distance from the commencement of the trip was
greater than 100 km and when distance from home was greater thanSO !an (see Tables
2.7 and 2.8).
Distance from commencement of the trip was examined for differenttypes of vehicles
responsible for fatigue crashes (see Table 2.9). All three motorcyclists had travelled
less than 50 km from the commencement of the trip. The extent of missing data made
interpretation for other types of vehicle more difficult.
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Table 2.9. Distance from commencement of the trip and distancefrom home as a
function of type of vehicle -persons responsible for fatigue crashes only.

Type ofvehicle

Motorcycle
Car or derivative
Bus
Light Commercial
Medium
Commercial
Heavy Commercial

Over 100 km from commencement
Over 100 km from
of trip
home
Number % ofknown
% ofall
Number
%ofall
0
0.0
0.0
1
33.3
20
33.9
22.7
40
45.5
0
0.0
1
50.0
3
25.0
13.6
7
31.8
0
0.0
1
0.0
33.3

62.5

5

7

50.0

70.0

Given that distance from commencement of the trip is unknown for a third of the
vehicles responsible in fatigue crashes in the Fatal File and is not coded at all in most
other files, it is of interest to examine how good an estimate is provided bythe proxy
measure, distance from home.
As Table 2.10 shows, distance from home was a good predictor of distance from place
of commencement of trip when the latter was lessthan 50 !an. It was a poorer
predictor for longer trip distances. However, for about half of the trips of greater than
500 km, distance from home was coded as greater than 500 h.Thus distance from
home was a reasonable estimate of trip distance in about halfof the cases.

Table 2.10. Distance from home as a function of distance fromplace of
commencement oftrip.
~~

Distance from
home (km)

<so
51-100
101-so0
>SO0
Unknownhot
aoolicable

~~~~

~

Distance from place of commencement of trip (km)
<50

51-100

101-500

>SO0

923
31
31
24
45

23
30
11
12
3

20
16
71
20
1

2
1
3
8
1

Unknownhot
applicable
848
67
164
69
99

The risk of falling asleep is also higher if drivingis undertaken after a full day's work,
compared with driving after resting. Recent experimentation at MUARC has shown
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this to beparticularly so for manual work. While the Fatal File does not code activity
prior to driving, employment status is available and may bea possible proxy.
Examination of the employment status variable showed large variability among
fatigued driversbut suggested that tradespersons were more strongly represented
among fatigued drivers than drivers responsible for other types of crashes (14.3% vs
8.4%). This is accord with the findings of our experimental research.

2.7 ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS

Low levels of alcohol depresses the central nervous system and makes a driver more
likely to fall asleep at the wheel (Ryder, Malin and Kinsley, 1981). At higher levels
of alcohol, the disruptions to perceptual-motor coordination are probably more
important in increasing crash riskthan is the drowsiness-inducing effect of alcohol.
Certain medications such as some cough medicines, cold tablets, hay fever, allergy
medications and sedatives can increase a driver's risk o f falling asleep at the wheel.
The alcohol levels of drivers responsible for fatigue crashes and other crashes are
shown in Figure 2.3. High BACswere less common in fatigue crashes but 7 drivers
in fatigue crashes were found to have a BAC between .05 and .15.

44 7

@ > e r n 15

0 05-n I5

Unknown

B . K LOCI
Fatigue: 126 Caner: Orhcrr : 1699 Cases.

Figure 2.3. The alcohol levelsof drivers responsibleforfatigue crashes and other
crasltes.
Alcohol levels were unavailable for about 26% of drivers responsible for fatigue
crashes and other crashes. The extent of missing BAC data for drivers did not appear
to be affected by vehicle tj-pe or whether the crash occurred in an urban or a rural
area. There \vas less missing data for drivers who had been killed. For both fatigue
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and nonfatigue crashes, data were missing for about half of the drivers responsible
for
crashes occurringin Queensland and missing data were less common in NSW.
Thirteen of the 126 drivers responsible in fatigue-related crashes were tested for drugs
(10.3%). Drugs were detected in 12 of these drivers (9.5%). This compares with 101
drivers tested and 98 drivers positive in other crashes (5.9% and 5.8%, respectively).
Anaesthetics (includingpentothal, cannabinoids, marijuana and cocaine) were the
most common drug type detected in either group (6 and 64 drivers, respectively).
Sedatives or hypnotics were detected in only one fatigueddriver. The high hit rates for
drug testing probably results from testing only occurring when the presence of drugs
is strongly suspected.
It is important to note that some the
of drugs which are commonly thought to play a
role in fatigue crasheswere not tested for, e.g. the antihistamine group. This may
have resulted from the testing
being aimed at detection of illegal drugs rather than all
drugs which canadversely affect driving.

Testing for drugswas not only uncommon but was affected by severity of injury to the
driver. Table 2.1 1 showsthat most drivers who were tested had been killed in the
crash. For fatigue crashes, 12 ofthe 13 drivers tested had been killed (88 of 101 for
nonfatigue crashes).

Table 2.11. Drug testing rates as a function of injury severity - drivers responsible
for crashes only.

Injury severity

Fatiguc crashes
Total
Testing rate
drivers
10
0.0
1
0.0

("w

Not injured
Injured, no medical
attention
Injured, medical
attention
Injured,
hospitalised
Died
Unknown

Other :rashes
Testing rate
Total
drivers
349
4.3
23

0.0

6

2.6

156

4.8

21

2.1

285

13.8

87
1

10.1
0.0

0.0

I

813
15

2.8 ROLE OF INEXPERIENCE
Driver experience was analysed to assesswhether the over-representation of
inexperienced driverssuggested by the case material is typical of fatigue crashes. The
case material and experimental studies of the development of driver fatigue suggest
that it is inexperience in long distance driving, rather than time that a licence has been
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held that is the important factor. Unfortunately, the former is not available in the Fatal
File or any other mass crashdata file.
Driver experience was unavailable for more than half of the drivers in either typeof
crash. The proportion of drivers who had held a licence for less than five years was
similar in fatigue and nonfatigue crashes (12.9% and 14.7%,respectively).
Because of the extent of missing data for driver experience, driver age was analysed as
a proxy for driverexperience. The analysis found that 30 (24.0%) of drivers
responsible in fatigue crashes were under 21 years of age. While this proportion is
sizeable, a similar proportion was found inother crashes (320, 19.1%).
Overall, the distributions of driver age and experience were similar in thetwo types
of crashes. There was no evidence of a greater role of youth or inexperience in fatigue
crashes compared withother crashes.

2.9 VEHICLE OCCUPANCY
From the case material it could be concluded that some cars involved in fatigue
crashes had a high rate of occupancy. This was often because the whole family were
returning from holidays.
The Fatal File was examined to find whether this pattern was characteristic of fatigue
crashes as a whole. Because of the different vehicle mix for fatigue crashes (e.g.
fewer motorcycles), vehicle occupancy was examined for cars only. The cars
considered responsible had a higher occupancy rate in fatigue crashes than other
crashes (2.17 vs 1.88 persons, t(1647)=2.14, p<.05). The numbers of occupants in
fatigue and nonfatigue crashes are shown in Figure 2.4. Almost a third of cars
responsible in fatigue crashes had more than two occupants compared with about a
fifth of cars responsible in nonfatigue crashes. This may reflect higher occupancy in
long distance travel or the increased probability of witnesses (passengers) being
available to provide evidence of fatigue.
The occupancy of heavy vehicles was similar in fatigue and nonfatigue crashes (1.20
vs 1.41, t(133)=-31,p>.05).
The mean ages of car drivers, motorcyclists and pedestrians responsible in Fatigue and
non-Fatigue crashes did not differ (35.7 vs 36.0 years. t(2525)=-.20). However
persons killed or hospitalised in Fatigue crashes were on average younger than in
other crashes (32.5 vs 35.6 years, t(4412)=-2.20: p<.05).
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26.1
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12.5

5.8
2.3

One
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Three
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Number OIOccupants per Car
Fatigue : 88 Cases; Others : 1561 Cases.

2.10 SUMMARY
There are 128 crashes in which fatigue was identified as the most important causal
factor and at least one unit was judged to be responsible. These crashes involved 129
units classed as responsible. 150 people were killed and 175 injured in these crashes.
The results of the analyses of the Fatal File agreed with past research in showing that
fatigue crashes were more likely thanother types of crashes:

.

to occur between midnight and 6 am but less likely tooccur between noon and
midnight
to occur in rural areas, on highways and in the absence of street lighting
to be single vehicle crashes and involve fewer vehicles
on average than other
crashes
to be off path, on straight crashes and less often involve pedestrians or vehicles
from adjacent directions

I n addition. fatigue crashes

.

1.7

-t

Figure 2.4. The numbers of occupants in fatigue andnonfatigue crashes.

.

3'4

involved longer trip lengths
involved low levels of alcohol

Six & Above
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In contrast to the predictions of past research:

.

fatigue crashes were no more likely toinvolve the shoulder than were other
rural crashes
the involvement of articulatedvehicles(whicharecharacterised
by driving
long distances) was no greater than thatof cars or light commercial vehicles

Examination of the case material for fatigue crashes suggested that inexperienced
drivers and highcar occupancy were features of fatigue crashes. Analysis of the mass
data showed that similar proportions of drivers were inexperiencedin fatigue and
other crashes. Car occupancy was found to be higher for fatigue crashes. This may
have reflected higher occupancy in long distance travel or the increased probability of
witnesses (passengers) being available to provide evidence that the driver was
fatigued.
Analysis of the core variables showed that fatigue crashes weremore likely to result
in death or hospitalisation to younger persons.
The analyses of the role of fatigue used several variablesfrom the Fatal File which are
not available from other mass crash data files. These variables are trip purpose (coded
as two variables, origin and destination) and trip length coded as distance from
commencement of the trip. While data are missing for about one-third of cases for
these variables, the remaining data are extremely useful. The latter variable allowed
an assessment of the accuracy of using distance from homeas a proxy for trip length.
This proxy is the only information available (or able to be derived) from most mass
crash data files.
It is important to note that some of the drugs which are commonly thought to play a
role in fatigue crashes were not tested for, e.g. the antihistamine group. This may
have resulted from the testing being aimed at detection of illegal drugs rather than all
drugs which can adversely affect driving.

3. SPEEDING
Analysis of the Fatality File has identified 482 crashes in which excessive speed was
identified as the most important or the second most importantcontributing factor.
Thus excessive speed was considered important in 18.8% of all fatal crashes. These
'speeding' crashes resulted in 573 deaths and 464 people injured.
Initial analyses showed that 499 units were coded as at least partially responsible for
the 482 crashes in which speeding was identified as the most important, or the second
most important, contributing factor. There were 15 crashes in which two units were
coded as responsible and one crash in which three units were coded asresponsible.
The datawere then examined to identify which of the units had been speeding in these
speeding crashes. After excluding units which were responsible but not speeding, 38 1
speeding drivers and 104 speeding motorcyclists were identified as responsible for
speeding crashes. Speeding crashes accounted for about half of the crashes in which
motorcyclists were considered to be responsible.
On thebasis of earlier research, it was expected that speeding crashes would often
involve alcohol. For this reason, speeding crashes were examined as a function of
blood alcohol concentration (BAC) of person responsible (maximum BAC if more
than one person responsible). The numbers and percentages of speeding and
nonspeeding crashes at each maximum blood alcohol concentration (BAC) of persons
responsible are s h o w in Table 3.1.
Since only drivers or motorcyclists could be responsible for speeding crashes,
comparisons with other crashes in this chapter are restricted to other crashes for which
drivers or motorcyclists were responsible.

Table 3.1. Numbers andpercentages(in brackets) of speeding and nonspeeding
crashes as a functionof maximumblood alcohol level (BAC) of persons
responsible. "Other crashes" are crashes in which speeding was not identified as
the most important or second most
important causalfactor.

Maximum BAC
<.05
.05-.15
>.15
Unknown
Total

Speeding crashes
164 (34.1)
88 (18.3)
141 (29.3)
88 (18.3)
481 (100.0)

Other crashes
759 (49.9)
155 (10.2)
221 (14.5)
386 (25.4)
1521 (100.0)

Other predictions from earlier research were that speedingcrashes would:
occur at night and on weekends to the extent that alcohol is involved
often occur on curves
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..

often involve loss of control on a gravel shoulder
result in more rollover or collision with fixed object off the road
involve moreyoung drivers, fewer elderly drivers
be more common among young drivers when there are others in the car
involve male drivers

Reading of the case material suggested that speeding crashes often involve nonuse of
seat belts. In this chapter, this will be investigated and its relationship to alcohol
examined. In addition, the case material suggested that speeding crashes often
involved offset impacts with fatal injuries incurred by the impact side occupant. This
is examined for speeding crashes as a whole in this chapter.
Further characteristics which were examined include:

.
.

socioeconomic status
vehicle type
trip purpose
the interaction of vehicle age and driver age
',

3.1 TIMING

Overall, speeding crashes are morelikely to occur at night than other crashes, 67.1%
vs 44.0% (z=9.06, p<.05). When crashes are classified according to highest alcohol
concentration of persons responsible, the pattern becomes somewhat more
complicated (see Figure 3.1).
Sober speeding crashes (BAC<.OS) areequally likely to occur during the day or at
night (52.5% vs 47.6%). Relative to sober nonspeeding crashes, however, sober
speeding crashes are still somewhat over-represented at night (see Figure 3.1).
When compared with sober speeding crashes, alcohol speeding crashes are more
common during the night than during the day (BAC .05-.15 vs. BAC<.O5: ~ 5 . 7 7 ,
p<.05; BAO.15 vs BACX.05, z=7.24, p<.05). However, the extent of night-time
over-representation is similar to that of alcohol nonspeeding crashes (BAC .05-.I5 vs.
,
The temporal
BAC<.O5: z=10.62, p<.05; BAO.15 vs BAC<.OS, ~ 1 4 . 7 4p<.05).
pattern of BAC unknown speeding crashes was similar to that of sober speeding
crashes.
Thus, the finding that speeding crashes as a whole are more likely to occur at night
reflects the role of alcohol in many of these crashes. However, nonalcohol speeding
crashes are still more likely to occur at night than other nonalcohol crashes.
The distribution of speeding and other crashes by day of week is shown in Figure 3.2.
The statistically significant difference between the distributions (x2(6)=30.1, p<.05)
appears to arise largely from more speeding crashes occurring on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.
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Figure 3.1. Percentages of speeding and nonspeeding crashes which occurred ut
night asa function of highest blood alcohol concentration (BAC) of the persons
responsible.
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Figrrrc 3.2. The distribution of speeding and other crushes by day of week.

Table 3.2 shows that the proportion of speeding crashes that occurred on Saturday or
Sunday was greater when alcohol was involved (51.2% vs 34.2%. z=2.63. p<.Oj.
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49.7% vs 34.2%, z=2.74, p<.05). The same was true for other (i.e. nonspeeding)
crashes, however (44.5% vs28.J%, z=4.03,p<.05,50.2%vs 28.1% z=6.13, p<.05).

Table 3.2. Numbers andpercentagesof speeding and other crashes that occurred
on Saturday or Sunday asa function of maximum BloodAlcohol Concentration
(BAC) of persons responsible.

BAC

Speeding crashes

<.os

56 (34.2)
45 (51.2)
70 (49.7)
37 (42.0)
208 (43.2)

.05-.15
s.15
Unknown
Total

Other crashes
213 (28.1)
69 (44.5)
113 (50.2)
122 (31.6)
517 (34.0)

In summary, the results of these analyses supported the fiidings of earlier research
that it is the involvement of alcohol in speeding crashes that contributes to the overall
pattern that speeding crashes are morelikely to occur at night and on weekends.
However, speeding crashes without alcohol involvement are also more likely to occur
on weekends.

3.2 LOCATION
Do speeding crashes occur mainly on the open road, where the speed limit is 100 or
110 km/h? Or do more speeding crashes result from travelling at relatively high
speed in urban areas where traffic densities are higher and there are more unprotected
road users? These questions are addressed in this section.
As noted in the case studies, speeding crashes were more likely to occur in urban
areas than were other crashes (61.9% vs.48.6%, z d . 9 3 , pc.05). Table 3.3 shows that
the proportion of speeding crashes that occurred in urban areas at each BAC level
were similar.
Table 3.3. Numbers and percentages of speeding and other crashes that occurred
in urban areas as a function of maximum BAC of persons responsible.
Maximum BAC

1

<.os
.05-.15
s.15

Unknown
Total

I

Speeding crashes
107 (65.2)
57 (64.8)
81 (57.4)
48 (54.5)
293 (60.9) (48.0)

I

I

Other crashes
351 (46.2)
77 (49.7)
110 (50.0)
190 (49.5)
728

A greater proportion of motorcyclists than drivers were responsible for speeding
crashes in urban areas (76.0% vs 57.2%,z=3.49, p<.05). A similar pattern was

I

I
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observed for nonspeeding crashes of motorcyclists, however (63.4% vs 47.1%,
z=3.71, p<.05). Thus this finding might reflect greater urban than rural riding by
motorcyclists or that motorcyclists as unprotected road users are killed at lower crash
speeds than car occupants. Alternatively urban riding may be relatively more
hazardous for motorcyclists than rural riding.

An alternative classification of crash location can be based on speed limits. Table 3.4
shows the range of posted speed limits at the crash locations. Almost a half of the
speeding crashes occurred in 60
speed zones and about a quarter occurredin
100 k d h speed zones. Compared with other crashes, speeding crashes more
commonly occurred in 60 km/h speed zones (z=5.39, p<.05) and less commonly
occurred in 100 km/h speed zones (z=-5.29, p<.05).
A comparison of posted speed limits and speed estimates can provide information
about the magnitude of excessive speed. Unfortunately, estimated speed was missing
for about half of the vehicles responsible for speeding crashes. Not all of the vehicles
responsible for speeding crashes were estimated to be travelling above the speed
limit: the speed of 7 of the 485 speeding vehicles was estimated to be below the
posted speed limit. These vehicles, while not exceeding the speed h i t , were
considered to be travelling at an excessive speed for the conditions.
Table 3.4 showed that a large number of speeding crashes occurred in 60 km/h zones
(both in absolute numbers and relative to other crash types). These vehicles were
often travelling more than 30 km/h above the speed limit (more than half of the
speeding vehicles for which an estimated speed was available). In 100 M speed
zones, similar numbers of vehicles were travelling between 15 and 30 km/h as more
than 30 k d h above the speed limit.

Table 3.4. Posted speed limits at crash locations. Number and percentage (in
brackets) of crashes are presented.
Speed limit
<60
60
61-79
80
81-99
100
101-110
Unknown
Total

I

Speeding crashes
8 (1.7)
226 (47.0)
(4.0)
19
41 (8.5)
8 (1.7)
132 (27.4)
39 (8.1)
8 (1.7)
481 (100.1)

I

Other crashes
4 (0.3)
508 (33.4)
54 (3.6)
109 (7.2)
12 (0.8)
620 (40.8)
163 (10.7)
51 (3.4)
1521 (100.2)

3.3 CRASH PATTERN
Overall, 64.3%,of speeding crashes were single vehicle crashes. This compares with
45.8% of other crashes (z=7.12, p<.05). For both speeding and other crashes, the
proportion of crashes which were single vehicle appeared to be higher when a driver
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rather than a motorcyclist was responsible (speeding crashes: 65.9% vs 58.7%0,other
crashes: 46.3% vs 40.8%).
Figure 3.3 shows the different distributions of crash patterns observed for speeding
and other crashes. Because only drivers and motorcyclists were coded as speeding,
speeding crashes were compared with those other crashes for which only these two
types of road users were responsible. The upper panel shows that off-path on curve
crashes comprised over 60% of single vehicle speeding crashes, hut less than 40% of
single vehicle non-speeding crashes.
Distributions of single vehicle crashpatterns forspeeding and other crashes
70
62 1
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40

%Crashhas
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Distributions of multi-vehicle crash patterns for speeding and other crashes
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Figure 3.3. Distribrriions of crash paiferns for
single velricle (upper ckarr)and
multi-vehicle (lower chart) speeding
and otlrer crashes.
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The distributions of multi-vehicle crash patterns for speeding and other crashes did
not differ ( x 2 (9) =9.7, p . 0 5 )
Table 3.5 showsthat the percentages of both speedingand other crashes that were offpath on curve was greater when alcohol was involved (speeding crashes: BAC .05-.15
vs BAC<.O5, ~ 3 . 1 5pi.05;
,
BAC >.15 vs BAC<.OS, z=3.28, p<.O5; other crashes:
BAC .Os-.15 vs BACI.05, z=4.50, p<.05; BAC>. 15 vs BAC<.O5, ~ 6 . 1 9pI.05).
,

Table 3.5. The numbersandpercenfages of speeding and other crashes that were
ofl-path on curve as a function of maximum blood alcohol concenfration (BAC) of
the driversresponsible.

Maximum BAC
<.05
.05-.1S
>.15
Unknown
Total

Speeding crashes
49 (29.9)
44 (50.0)
68 (48.2)
(38.6)
195 (40.51

Other crashes
101 (13.3)
43 (27.7)
69 (3 1.2)
61 (15.8) 34
274 (18.0)

Rural speeding crashes were examined to see ifloss of control on gravel shoulders
indeed plays an important role. A loose shoulder was present in about three-quarters
of all speeding or other crashes. When a loose shoulder was present, itwas
considered to have contributed to the crash in20.5% of speeding crashes and 14.4%
of other crashes.
Past research suggests that rollover and collision with objects offthe road are more
common in speeding crashes than other types of crashes. From the available data the
proportions of vehicles (other than two-wheelers) responsiblefor speeding and other
crashes which rolled over were similar (20.7% vs 18.8%, z=0.84, p>.05). When the
analysis was restricted to rural crashes. the proportions were somewhat higher but
,
remained similar (33.1% vs 27.9%, ~ 1 . 3 2p>.05).
Speeding crashes were more likely to result in a collision with obstacles or parked
vehicles off the carriageway than other crashes (49.1% vs 27.9%). Table 3.6 shows
that collisions after running off the road on the straight were less common for
speeding than other crashes whereas collisions after running off the road
on a curve
were more common for speeding crashes. The Table suggests that more o f these
crashes resulted from a failure to negotiate the bend than turning too tightly.
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Table 3.6. Collisions with obstacles or parked vehicles offthe carriageway.
Number and percentage(in brackets) of crashes arepresented. Crashes in,which
rollover but no collision occurred are not included.

Off carriageway into object or parked
vehicle
Off path on straight
Left
Right
Off oath on curve or turning
Left off carriageway on right hand bend
Right off carriageway on right hand bend
Rieht offcarriaeewav on left hand bend
Left off carriageway on left hand bend
Total off path crashes
~

~~

Y

~

~~

-

Speeding crashes

I

"

I

43 (18.1)
29 (12.2)
(25.2)
60
38 (16.0)
49 (20.6)
19 &oj
238 (100.1)

Other crashes

I

I

121
(27.6)
105 (23.9)

89
(7.1)
31
66
27
439

(20.3)
(15.0)
(6.2)
(100.1)

3.4 OFFSET IMPACTS
The case material suggested that speeding crashes often involved offset frontal
impacts with fatal injuries incurred by the impact side occupant. Analysis of the
speeding crashes as a whole failed to confirm this pattern.The largest number of
drivers (52) and the largest number of front left passengers (1 7)were killed when the
point of impact was coded as the whole of the front of the car (in about 90% of these
cases the direction of impact was coded as front on). Next most commonly fatal for
both categories of occupant was overturn (35 and 12, respectively).
Offset frontal impacts resulted in death to the driver in 22speeding crashes (9.8% of
drivers killed) and death to the front left passenger in 15 speeding crashes (1 6.9%).
Similar percentages were found when other crashes were examined(12.6% and
12.2%).
Thus, the conclusion drawn from the case studies is not supported by the mass data as
coded. The mass data highlight the role of impact spread acrossthe entire front of the
car rather than offset impacts. Perhaps crashes in whichthe point of impact was offset
frontal but damage was extensive were codedas "whole of the front of the car".

3.5 VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS
What types of vehicles were responsible for speeding crashes? Table 3.7 showsthat
about two-thirds of these vehicles were passengercars, as would he expected from
exposure. Motorcycles comprised more than a fifth of the vehicles responsible for
speeding crashes and were twice as likely to be responsiblefor a speeding crash as
another type of crash. No buses were responsible for speeding crashes. A small
number of trucks were responsible for speeding crashes hut theywere less likely to be
responsible for speeding crashes than other types of crashes.
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Overall, there were no differences in the age distributions of vehicles responsible for
speeding and other crashes. The age of the vehicle was unknown in about 35% of
cases. About 38% of vehicles were less than 10 years old and about 27% of vehicles
were between 10 and 20 years old,

Folklore suggests that young drivers driving older, customised vehicles are commonly
responsible for speeding crashes. Table 3.8 shows the ages of vehicles driven by 1725 year old and alder drivers and motorcyclists. Young drivers and motorcyclists are
no more likely to drive a vehicle more than 10 years old in speeding crashes than
other crashes (34.8% vs 29.6%, ~ 1 . 5 2p>.O5).
,
However, young drivers are more
likely to drive older vehicles overall, regardless of whether they wereresponsible for a
speeding crash or a nonspeeding crash (speeding: 34.8% vs. 19.5%, ~ 3 . 6 7pi.05;
,
other crashes: 29.6% vs 23.5%, z=2.64, p<.05).

Table 3.7. Types of vehicles responsiblefor speeding and oiher types of crashes.
Vehicle type
Motorcycle
Motorcycle and sidecar
Passenger car
Forward control van
Off road
Light bus
Heavy bus
Light commercial
Medium commercial
Heavy commercial
Heavy caravan
Other
Unknown
Total

Speeding crashes
104 (21.4)
0 (0.0)
326
(67.2)
5 (1.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
34 (7.0)
4 (0.8)
10 (2.1)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
2 (0.4)
485 (99.91

Other crashes
139 (8.8)
3 (0.2)
975 (62.0)
32 (2.0)
37 (2.4)
8 (0.5)
11 (0.7)
200 (12.7)
48 (3.1)
101 (6.4)
1 (0.1)
3 (0.2)
14 (0.9)
1572 f100.01

Table 3.8. The ages of vehicles driven by drivers and moiorcyclisis responsible for
speeding and other crashes.
Vehicle age
(Years)

17-25 year olds
Other
crashes

Speeding
crashes

>10
Unknown
Total

Other
crashes

Speeding
crashes

("/I

do

I

I

89 (33.3)
(34.8)
85 (31.8)
267 (100.0)

Unknown age

>25 year olds

("/I

I

I

88 (42.9) 205393
(35.3)
(41.2)
40 (19.5) 172 (29.6)
(23.5)
93
2 0 4 ( 3 ~ . 1 j n(37.6)
m(35.3)
581 (100.0) 205 (100.0) [ 953 (100.0)

I

I

I

Other
Speeding
crashes
crashes
(Yo)
("/I ("/I(Yo)
3 (15.0)
l(33.3)
1 (33.3) 224 2 (10.0)
I (33.3j
15(75.0)
3 (99.9) 20 (100.0)

I

I

I

I
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3.6 PERSONS I$ESPONSIBLE FOR CRASHES
Overall, 92.1% of drivers
and motorcyclists responsible' for speeding crasheswere
male. In contrast, only 81 .O% of drivers and motorcyclists responsible for other
crashes were male(z=5.59, p<.05). The.proportion of speeders who were male was
higher whenBAC>. 15 (97.9%). The increase with BAC in proportion of males was
also evident for other crashes and thus appears to be a characteristic of alcoholinvolved crashes,rather than specifically a characteristic of speeding crashes.
The age distributions of drivers and motorcyclists responsible for speeding and other
crashes are shownin Figure 3.4 (~2(5)=127.0,p<.05). There are relatively more 17-20
year old controllers responsible for speeding than other crashes. The same can be said
to a lesser extent about 21-25 and 26-40 year old drivers. Controllers aged41-65
were under-represented in speeding crashes. As expected from the speed profiles of
elderly drivers (Fildeset al., 1990), elderly controllers are very much underrepresented in speeding crashes.
Speeding crasheswhere a young driver was responsible (aged less than25) were more
likely to occur at night than other types ofyoung driver crashes (72.9% vs 54.3%,
z=4.08, pi.05).
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23.1

96

ILldcr 11

17-20

2145

2640

41-65

Ovcr 65

Agr Gmop

Figure 3.4. Ages of drivers and motorcyclists responsible for speeding and other
crashes.
An additional issue is whether young drivers are more likely to be responsible for
speeding crashes. given that they are involved in these crashes? Table 3.9 addresses
!his issue. It shows two major points. First, drivers or motorcyclists aged 17-25 are
more likely to be responsible for speeding crashes in which they are involved than are
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older drivers. Secondly, drivers or motorcyclists aged 17-25 are more likely to be
responsible for speeding crashes in which they are involved than other crashes.
Table 3.10 shows responsibility rates further disaggregated by blood alcohol
concentration (BAC). Examination of crashes classified by alcohol involvement
suggests that the over-representation of 17 to 25 year olds in speeding crashes is only
marked when BAC<.O5. At the higher alcohol levels, the proportion of speeding and
other crashes which involves 26-40 year olds appears to increase.

Table 3.9. Involvement in speeding and othercrashes and responsibility as a
function of age of driver or motorcyclist.

Speeding crashes

Age group

Other crashes

No.

No.

No.

%

involved responsible responsible
10
10
100.0
140
164
85.4
127
150
84.7
166
246
34
40.0
85
5
9
55.6
482
664
72.6

117
17-20
21-2s
26-40
41-65
>65
Total

involved

413
553
946
708
195
2835

No.

%

responsible responsible
75.0 15
254
61.5
327
59.1
67.5 449
47.5
358
50.6
149
76.4
1552
54.7

Table 3.10. Percent of crashes f o r which members of each agegroup were
responsible (i.e, responsible~il,.ol~,ed
x 100) as afunction of blood alcohol
concenlrntion (SAC). Values followedby an asterisk represent cells in which there
were very small numbersof crashes.
Age

I

BAC<.05

I

BAC .OS-.15
Sueedine
*

17-20
2 1-2s
26-10
11-65
265

78.6
74.5
51.1
34.0
*

I

Other
*

56.0
54.150.7
50.7
76.1

-

I

BACz.15

I

Sueedine
- , 1 Other
*

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1 :ti

I

1-

BAC unknown
Speeding

Other

39.2
38.2
75.0

3.7 EMPLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS
The employment status of drivers and motorc)-clists responsible for speedingand
other crashes differed (~'(8)=60.2.p<.05. see Table 3.1 I). The clearest differences
are the seemingly larger proportion of unemployed (9.9% vs 4.54'0) and the seemingly

I

20
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smaller proportion of retired persons (1 .O% vs 7.8%) responsible for speeding crashes.
It is likely that these findings reflect the over-representation of youngdrivers and
motorcyclists as responsible for speeding crashes. There was some evidence that the
higher proportion of unemployed persons as responsible for speeding rather than other
crashes is morethan a reflection of youth unemployment. The percentages of drivers
or motorcyclists responsible for crashes who were unemployedappears to be higher
for speeding crashes than other crashes at each age level.

Table 3.11. The employmentstatus of drivers and motorcyclists responsiblefor
speeding and other crashes.
~~

Employment status
Managedprofessional
Trades
ClericaUSales
Plantnabour
Other employed
Unemployed
Retired
Not in workforce
Unknown
I
Total
(99.9)

Speeding crashes
35 (7.2)
69 (14.2)
42 (8.7)
103 (21.2)
19 (3.9)
48 (9.9)
5 (1.0)
23 (4.7)
141 129.1)
485

I

Other crashes
132 (8.4)
160 (10.2)
121 (7.7)
328 (20.9)
52 (3.3)
70 (4.5)
123 (7.8)
132 (8.4)
454 (28.9)
1572 (100.1)

3.8 TRIP PURPOSE
Reading of the case studies led to the conclusion that speeding leading to a fatality
often takes place as part of recreational driving. For this reason, trip purpose was
examined. Origin or destination data were missing for about half o f the trips in the
Fatality File (see Table 3.12). Despite this, the trip had as its origin recreation for
more vehicles responsible for speeding crashes than other crashes (35.1% vs. 23.2%,
2-5.22, p<.05) . The destination was also recreation for more speeding vehicles than
vehicles responsible for other crashes (16.3% vs. 11.5%, z=2.78, p<.OS). Thus
recreation is very common as a trip purpose for speeding vehicles and return from
recreation (e.g. a party or hotel) is more stronglyrepresented than travel to recreation.
This isin accord with the role of alcohol in many of these crashes.
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Table 3.12. Origin anddestination of trips undertaken by vehicles responsiblefor
speeding and other crashes.
Origin
Home
Work
Recreation
Private business
Other
Unknown
Total

Speeding
42 (8.7)
35 (7.2)
170 (35.1)
5 (1.0)
5 (1.0)
228 (47.0)
485 (100.0)

Other
201 (12.8)
198 (12.6)
365 (23.2)
22 (1.4)
6(0.4)
780 (49.6)
1572 1100.0’,

Destination
Other
Speeding
300 (19.1)
92 ( 19.0)
32 (6.6)
189 (12.0)
79 (16.3)
181 (11.5)
13 (2.7)
51 (3.2)
(0.6)
11 (0.7)3
840 (53.4)
266 (54.8)
485 (100.0’,
1572 (99.9)

3.9 SEAT BELT WEARING
Seat belt wearing was examined for occupants of cars which were responsible for
speeding crashes. The proportion of speeding crashes in which at least one occupant
was not wearing a seat belt (althougha seat belt was available) was greater for
speeding crashes than other crashes (38.9% vs 30.6%, z=2.71, p<.O5).
Analyses were conducted to test whether thisfinding reflected the role of alcohol in
speeding crashes, rather than being common to all speeding crashes. Previous studies
have demonstrated that nonuse of seat belts is morecommon in crashes of alcoholaffected drivers.
Alcohol data were not widely available for car occupants andso the analysis was
restricted to car drivers only. Overall, nonuse of seat belts by the car driver
responsible was more common in speeding crashes than other crashes (3 1.4%YS.
25.5%, 2=2.101p<.05). Table 3.13 shows that the greater extent of nonuse of seat
belts in speeding than other crashes was onlyevident when BACwas unknown
(2=2.86, p<.O5). The reverse was true when BACr.15 (z=1.72, pd.05, one-tailed).
In summary, nonuse of seat belts by drivers or occupants of cars responsible wasmore
common in speeding crashes than other crashes. There was no evidence that this was
an outcome of the role of alcohol in speeding crashes.

Table 3.13. Numbers and percentages ofcar drivers responsible for speeding and
other crashes notwearing a seat belt when one was available as a function of blood
alcohol concentration(BACj.

I

alcohol
Blood
concentration
c.05
.05-.1S
>.lS
Unknown

Total unbelted drivers

I
I

Speeding
crashes
Other
crashes

20
25
35
24
104

I

I

(18.9)

97 (18.8)

(40.3)
(37.6)
(34.3)
(31.4)

40 (40.0)
71 (49.0)
5 8 (20.6)
266 ( 2 5 . 5 )

-
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3.10 ROLE OF PASSENGERS
In the past, hypotheses have been put forward that the driver (particularly the young
driver) is overtly or implicitly encouraged to speed by passengers. These hypotheses
have been indirectly supported by analyses showing that the carriage of two or more
passengers by inexperienced drivers isassociated with an elevated risk of casualty
crash involvement on a distance travelled basis (Drummond and Healy, 1986).
The numbers of occupants of cars responsible for speeding and other crashes was
examined (see Table 3.14). No differences were found in the numbers of occupants in
speeding and other crashes overall (x2(2)=1.15, p . 0 5 ) or when restricted to those
crashes for which a driver less than 25 years old was responsible (x2(2)=3.30, p>.05).

Table 3.14. Number of occupants of cars responsiblefor speeding and other
crashes.

Other

Speeding
1
2
>2
Total

Car drivers under25 years
responsible
Other
Speeding

All car drivers responsible

Number of
occupants

I

150 (45.5)
(28.5)
86 (26.lj
330(100.1)

I

503 (48.7)
284 (27.51 94
246 &j
1033 (100.0)

I

64 (37.6)
5 5 (32.4)
51 (30.0)
170(100.0)

I

164 (45.8)
96 (26.8)
98 (27.4)
358(100.0)

The number of passengers (0, 1 or more than one) did not affectthe proportion of
speeding or other crashes of young drivers that occurred at night.

3.11 SUMMARY
There are 482 crashes in which excessive speedwas coded as the most important or
the second most important factor. These crashes resulted in 573 deaths and 464
people injured.
The characteristics of speeding crashes which involved alcohol were differentfrom
those which did not involve alcohol. The over-representation of the following factors
in speeding crashes was greater when alcohol was present:

.

occurrence at night or on weekends
off path on curve crashes
male drivers or motorcyclists (when BAO.15)

~.

.

In contrast, the over-representation of speeding crashes in urbanareas was less when
alcohol was involved.
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Speeding crashes accounted for about half of the crashes in which motorcyclistswere
considered to be responsible.
Other predictions from earlier research which were supportedby these analyses were
the over-representation in speeding crashes of.

.

loss of control on the gravel shoulder
collision with objects or parked vehicles off road
17-20 year old controllers as responsible (21-40 year olds to some extent as
well). In addition, controllers over the age of 40 were under-represented in
speeding crashes.

In contrast to the predictions of earlier research, the analysisfailed to demonstrate any
over-representation of vehicle rollover in speeding crashes. No effects of passenger
occupancy on speeding crashes of drivers under 25 years old were shown.
From the case studies it was expected thata strong role of offset impacts resulting in
death of impact side occupants would be found. However, this factor was found in
about 10% of all crashes and was no more common in speeding than other crashes.
The conflict of this finding with that of other studies questions the codingof point of
impact in the Fatality File.
The observation from the case studies of frequent nonuse of seat belts was supported
and was most evident for speeding crashes in which the BAC of the car driver was
unknown.

Other findings of the analyses included over-representation in speeding crashesof
recreation (particularly return from recreation)as the purpose of the trip

.

unemployed
drivers
and
motorcyclists
responsible
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4. ALCOHOL CRASHES
An alcohol crash is defined here as a crash in which alcohol was coded as the most
important or second most important contributing factor (73 1 crashes). There were 832
persons killed (28.9% of the total) and 352persons hospitalised (22.9% of the total) as
a result of alcohol crashes. In 28 additional crashesboth alcohol and other drugs were
considered to have played an important role.
Past studies have shown alcohol crashes to have a number of characteristics in terms
of timing, location, crash pattern and characteristics of drivers involved. On the basis
of past research one expects alcohol crashes to be morelikely to:

..

occur at night and on weekends
occur in the Northern Territory
be single vehicle crashes
involve speeding
involve more male than female drivers intoxicated
involve motorcyclists and less likely to have articulated truck drivers
responsible
involve non-elderly adult pedestrians
result in more alcohol-related fatalities among 21-25 year olds than among
other age groups (FARS 1989)

This chapter examines alcohol crashes in whichthe maximum BAC was greater than
.15, then those in which maximum BAC was between .05 and .15. It concludes with a
comparison of these two levels of alcohol involvement.
For crash-based analyses, crashes were selectedfor analysis on the basis of two
criteria: alcohol coded as the most or second most important factor(defining it as an
alcohol crash) and the maximum BAC of persons responsible for the crash. As Table
4.1 shows, there were 25 alcohol crashes inwhich maximum BAC was less than .05,
compared with 1060 nonalcohol crashes with the same maximum BAC. As would be
expected, the proportion of crashes which were codedas alcohol crashes increases
with maximum BAC. In the 54 alcohol crashes for which BAC was unknohn, alcohol
was knolln to have been present and contributed tothe crash, but theprecise level of
BAC was not known.
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Table 4.1. Alcohol as a contributory factor andmaximumbCood alcohol
concentration (BAC - g/100ml) of persons responsible for crashes.

Type of crash

<.05
Alcohol crash
Nonalcohol crash

25
1060

Maximum BAC
.05-.15
228
41

>.15
424
30

Unknown
54
560

Crashes were classed according to the maximum BAC of persons responsible in order
to assign a unique BAC level to those crashes in which more than one person had
been judged to be responsible. These multiple responsibility crashes were uncommon,
however (763 persons were judged to be responsible for 731 crashes).

4.1 MISSING DATA
The unavailability of blood alcohol concentration data for some persons involved in
crashes complicates any examination of the role of alcohol in crashes. Overall, BAC
was known for 1150 (79.8Y0)of drivers and motorcyclists killed in fatal crashes in
1988. 37.9% of these drivers and motorcyclists killed had a BAO.05.
The preliminary analyses showed that BAC data were missing for 4120 of the 7498
persons included in the 1988 Fatality File. In general, BAC information was likely to
be missing for persons who were not vehicle controllers (e.g.,85.5% of passengers)
and persons who were not severely injured. Young children were rarely tested (or
reported) but comprised few cases. In addition, the percentage of missing data varied
markedly between states. For persons responsible for crashes, about 15% of the data
were missing in NS W and SA but almost half of the data were missing in Queensland.

4.2 ALCOHOL CRASHES IN WHICH MAXIMUM B A 0 . 1 5
As Table 4.1 shows. there were 424 alcohol crashes in whichmaximum BAC was
greater than .I5 (23.5% of all crashes for which maximum BAC was known). These
crashes resulted in death to 481 peopleand injury to 302 people. In this section, these
crashes are compared with the 113 1 nonalcohol crashes for which maximum BAC
was known.

4.2.1 Timing
In Figure 4. I. the time of day that BAC>.I 5 alcohol crashesand nonalcohol crashes
occurred is shown grouped into six hour blocks. A larger proportion of the alcohol
crashes than nonalcohol crashes occurred at night (87.0% vs 34.6%, z=18.39, p<.05).
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Figure 4.1. Time of day that B A O . 1 5 alcohol crashes and nonalcohol crashes
occurred.
Almost half of the B A O . 1 5 alcohol crashes occurred on the weekend. This
proportion was significantly higher than for nonalcohol crashes (49.3% vs 29.2%,
z=7.42, p<.Oj), Figure 4.2 s h o w the distribution of the alcohol and nonalcohol
crashes by day of week.
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Figure 4.2. Duy of week !ha! B A 0 . 1 5 slcohol crushes and nonalcohol crashes
occurred.

Further examinationshowed that a greater percentage of BAC>. 15 alcohol crashes
than nonalcohol crashesoccurred on Saturday night or Sunday night (42.3% vs
13.5%, z=12.36, p<.O5).
These findings arein accord with past research that has found alcohol crashes to be
more likely to occurat night and onweekends than other crashes.

4.2.2 Location
Table 4.2 shows thenumbers and percentages of alcohol and nonalcohol crashes in
each State and Territory. As previous studies suggested, the percentage of crashes in
which maximum BAC was greater than .15 appears to be highest in the Northern
Territory, although thetotal numbers are toosmall to be statistically evaluated (the
percentage forACT is based on too small numbers to be reliable).

Table 4.2. Numbers andpercentagesof alcohol and nonalcohol crashesas a
function of maximum BAC level in each Stateand Territory. The percentages are
calculated using crashesfor which BAC is known for at least one person
responsible.

0
(0.0)

3
(9.7)
3
(21.4)

(25.9)
11
(35.5)
6
(42.9)

25
(1.4

228
(12.6)

424
(23.5)

(1.7)

NT

2
(6.5)

ACT

Total

(5.2)

3
I

(67.2)
15
(48.4)

8

5

16

(35.7)

(100.0)
31
(100.1)
14
(100.0)

1808
560 1131

54
(62.6)

(100.1)

The location of BAC>.lS alcoholcrashes and nonalcohol crashes in terms of urban or
rural area and type of intersection is presented in Table 4.3. The percentages of
BAC>. 15 alcohol crashesoccurring in urban and ruralareas were similar to thoseof
nonalcohol crashes: 59.3% of the alcohol crashes and 56.9% of the nonalcohol
crashes occurred in urban areas ( 2 4 , p>.05). However, differences existed in the type
of road on which the two types of crashes occurred (x*(3)=17.2, p<.05). As Figure
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4.3 shows, the alcohol crashes appeared less likely to occur on highways and more
likely to occuron other rural roads.
Overall, BAO.15 alcohol crashes were less likely to occur at intersections than
,
This was true for both urban
nonalcohol crashes (19.1% vs 29.5%, ~ 4 . 1 3p<.05).
and rural crashes (x2(1)=.32, p>.05). Those alcohol crashes which did occur at
intersections appeared to be more likely to occur at T-intersections than did
nonalcohol crashes (61.25% vs 47.3%).

Table 4.3. Numbers of intersection and nonintersection crashes in urban and rural
areas.

B A 0 . 1 5 alcohol crashes
Urban
Rural
Total
183
12 68 so*
24
2
26*
2
2
8
41
49
1
0
1
251
172
*

Intersection type
Nonintersection
Intersection
X
Y
T
Multiple
Total crashes

Nonalcohol crashes
Urban
Rural
Total
427 370 797
343 160
273
61
334
133
28
161
9
6 4
3
29 129 158
5
1
6
488 643 423
1131

* Does not include one crash where location was unknown
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Figure 4.3. Type of road on which B A 0 . 1 5 alcohol crashes and nonalcohol
crashes occurred.

Other Urban

The locationof crashes can also be expressed as a function of speed zone. Three
quarters of BAC > 0.15 and nonalcohol crashes occurred in areas zoned 60km/h or
1 OOkm/h. The distributionof crashes between these two speed zones was not affected
by alcohol (x2(1)=0.63, p>.05).

4.2.3 Crash pattern
As predicted frompast studies, B A O . 1 5 alcohol crasheswere more commonly
classified as single vehicle than were nonalcohol crashes (72.4%vs 48.0%,~ 8 . 5 9 ,
p<.05). However, in 75 of the single-vehicle alcohol crashes in whichB A O . 1 5 , the
pedestrian was responsible for the crash. When these crashes were removed, 54.7% of
B A O . 1 5 alcohol crasheswere true single-vehicle crashes compared with 35.4% of
nonalcohol crashes. The percentage of single vehicle crashes remained significantly
,
higher for thealcohol crashes ( ~ 6 . 9 0p<.05).
Figure 4.4 shows thecrash patterns of single vehicle (pedestrian not responsible) and
multi-vehicle crashes. The distributions ofcrash pattern among single vehicle alcohol
and nonalcohol crashes differed (x2(6)=24.0,p<.05). The upper panel of Figure 4.4
suggests that this differenceresulted from single-vehicle alcohol crashes less often
involving nonresponsiblepedestrians and more often resulting in the vehicleleaving
the carriageway on a curve. The mix ofcrash patterns in alcoholand nonalcohol
multi-vehicle crashes alsodiffered (x2(9)=39.3,p<.05). The lower panel of Figure4.4
suggests that this was due tofewer vehicle adjacent and more vehicle opposite crashes
among the alcohol crashes. Thesmaller percentage of BAC > .15 crashes which
occurred at intersections is evident in the % adjacent DCA group.

4.2.4 Vehicles driven by persons responsible for crashes
The types of vehicles driven by persons responsible for alcohol and nonalcohol
crashes are presented in Table 4.4. The frequencies are large enough to be able to
make meaningful comments about cars and car derivatives, motorcycles and light
commercial vehicles only. The percentage BAC unknown (for alcohol and
nonalcohol crashes) was generally least for motorcycles, largely as a result of most
motorcyclists being killed and so BAC information being available from the autopsy.
About a fifth of car drivers responsible for crashes had a BAO.15 (21.9%). This
percentage was higher for drivers of light commercial vehicles (29.6%, ~ 2 . 2 6 ,
p<.05). Approximately a quarter of motorcyclists responsible for crashes had a
B A O . 1 5 (25.1%).
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Table 4.4. Types of vehicle driven by persons responsible for alcohol and
nonalcohol crashes.
Vehicle type

Nonakohol

Car or derivative
Motorcycle

648 (62.7)
123 (57.2)
11 (84.6)
95 (53.1)
30 (83.3)
4 (80.0)
70 (87.5)
3 (50.0)
984

Light commercial
Medium commercial
Heavy rigid
Heavy articulated
Other/unknown
Total vehicles

I

<.OS

I

18 (1.7)
8 (3.7)
1 (7.7)
1 (0.6)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
2 (2.5)
0 (0.0)
30

.OS-.15
140 (13.6)
30 (14.0)
0 (0.0)
30 (16.8)
4(11.1)
0 (0.0)
6 (7.5)
l(16.7)
211

I

Total

54 (25.1)
1 (7.7)
53 (29.6)
2 (5.6)
1 (20.0)
2 (2.5)
2 (33.3)
341

I

I
I

Table 4.5 summarises the ages of cars driven by persons responsiblefor alcohol and
nonalcohol crashes. It should he noted that very little vehicle agedata were available
from Queensland and about half of the data from Victoria and Western Australia were
missing.

Table 4.5. Ages of cars responsible for alcohol and nonalcohol crashes.

Age of car

15 years
5-10 years
>10 years
Unknown
Total cars

Nonalcohol
148 (22.8)
139 (21.5)
206 (3 1.8)
155 (23.9)
648 (100.0)

.05-.15
31 (22.1)
19 (13.6)
55 (39.3)
35 (25.0)
140 (100.0)

2.15
26 (1 1.5)
36 (15.9)
104 (46.0)
60 (26.5)
226 (99.9)

Almost half of the cars responsible for BAO.15 alcohol crashes weremore than 10
years old. This compares with less than a third of cars in nonalcohol crashes (46.0%
vs 31.8%).
On average, cars responsible for BAC>. 15 alcohol crashes were older thancars
responsible for nonalcohol crashes (11.1 vs 8.7 years, t(657)=4.58, p<.05).

4.2.5 Vehicle occupancy
Table 4.6 summarises vehicle occupancy data for cars responsible for alcohol and
nonalcohol crashes. The number of occupants of cars driven by persons responsible
for BAC >0.15 alcohol crashes and non alcohol crashes did not differ (1.75vs 1.87,
t(986) =-1.54,p>0.05).

215 (100.0)
13 (100.0)
179 (100.1)
36(100.0)
5 (100.0)
SO(100.0)
6 (100.0)
1566
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Table 4.6. Number of occupants in cars responsible for alcohol and nonalcohol
crashes.
Number of
occupants
1
2
3
23
Total cars

Nonalcohol

-05-.15

>.15

307 (47.4)
186 (28.7)
71 (11.0)
83 (12.8)
647 (99.9)

67 (47.9)
40 (28.6)
18 (12.9)
15 (10.7)
140 (100.1)

135 (60.0)
53 (23.6)
19 (8.4)
18 (8.0)
225 f 100.0)

The percentages of vehicles classified "possibly" or "definitelyover the speed limit"
in alcohol and nonalcohol crashes are summarised in Table 4.7. It appears that
vehicles whose driver was responsible fora BAG.15 alcohol crash were more likely
than those of nonalcohol crashes to bejudged to be travelling at "possibly over the
speed limit" or "definitely over the speed limit".

Table 4.7. Numbers andpercentages of vehicles classQied "possibly" or "definitely
over the speed limit" in alcohol and nonalcohol crashes.
Nonalcohol
125 (12.7)
150 (15.2)
613 (62.3)
96 (9.8)

Speed category
Possibly over speed limit
Definitely over speed limit
Not speeding
Unknown
Total vehicles

2.15
.05-.15
48 (22.7)
85 (24.9)
(34.6)
11 1 (32.6) 73
92 (27.0)
72 (34.1)
18 (8.5)
53 (15.5)
21 1 (99.9) 9x4 f100.0)
341 f100.01

4.2.6 Persons responsible for crashes
The blood alcohol concentrations of the road users responsible for alcohol crashes are
presented in Table 4.8. There was morethan one road user responsible in some
alcohol crashes. The Table 4.5 shows that pedestrians judged responsible for alcohol
crashes often had BAC levels greater than .15.

Table 4.8. Blood alcohol concentrations (BAC) of road users responsible for
alcohol crashes (row percentage in brackets).
BAC
<.05
.05-.15
2.15
Unknown
Total

I

I

Driver
22
(61.1)
181 (77.0)
287
(67.4)
46
(69.7)
536 (70.2) I

I

Motorcyclist
8
(22.2)
30
(12.7)
54
(12.7)
2
(3.0)
94
(12.3)

Road user type
Pedestrian
Cyclist
1
(2.8)
5 (13.9)
2
(0.9)
22
(9.4)
4
(0.9)
81 (19.0)
0
(0.0)
18 (27.3)
I (0.92)
7
I 126 (16.5)

1

I

I
I

Total
36 (100)
235
(100)
426
(100)
(100)
66
763 (100)
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Overall, males were over-represented as responsible for alcohol crashes with
,
BAO.15 (93.9% for these crashes, 77.8% for nonalcohol crashes, ~ 7 . 4 2p<.05).
The ageprofiles of persons responsible for these crashes and nonalcohol crashes
differed (~2(5)=83.1,pi.05). As Figure 4.5 shows, the age group 26-40 appeared to
be over-represented in the high alcohol crashes (38.9% vs 23.7%). Males aged 26-40
comprised 154 of the 424persons responsible for BAO.15 alcohol crashes (36.3% vs
19.5% of nonalcohol crashes, ~ 6 . 9 4p<.05).
,
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Figure 4.5, Percentages ofpersons responsible for B A 0 . 1 5 alcohol crashes and
trot1alcohol ernshes in each age group.

Drivers. Drivers comprised 287 of the 424 persons responsible for BAO.15 crashes.
When drivers alone were considered, males remained over-representedas responsible
for alcohol crashes with BAO.15 (92.7% vs 78.3% for nonalcohol crashes,z=5.49,
p<.05). The age profiles of drivers responsible for BAO.15 alcohol crashes and
nonalcohol crashes again differed (x2(5)=57.5, p<.05), with the same overrepresentation of drivers in the age group 26-40 in alcohol crashes (42.5% vs 26.3%,
z=5.16, p<.05). Males aged 26-40 comprised 11 1 of the 285 drivers responsible for
BAC>. 15 alcohol crashes (38.9%) but males aged 26-40 comprisedfewer (21.2%) of
the drivers responsible for nonalcohol crashes (z=5.93, p<.05).

Seat belts were available but not worn by 132 drivers responsible for BAO.15
alcohol crashes (46.0%). This proportion is significantly higher than that found for
drivers responsible for nonalcohol crashes (20.1%, 24.60, p<.05).

Motorcyclists, Motorcyclists comprised 54 of the persons responsible for B A O . 15
alcohol crashes and all motorcyclists were male. These crashes made up almost a
third of crashes for which motorcyclists were responsible (30.5% of alcohol and
nonalcohol crashes for which BAC was known). Almost all motorcyclists were male
for the nonalcohol crashes, so the sex ratios were similarfor the two types of crashes.
While the figure looks similar to that for drivers, the age profiles of motorcyclists
responsible for BAO.15 alcohol crashes and nonalcohol crashes did not differ
(x2(4)=2.9,p>.05, see Figure 4.6)
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Figure 4.6. Percentages of motorcyclists responsible for B A O . 1 5 alcohol crashes
and norralcoltol craslres in each age group.

Pedestrians. In 79 alcohol crashes, the maximum BAC of greater than .15 belonged
to a pedestrian (a total of 81 pedestrians). Almost all of these crashes occurred at
night (89.9% vs 32.6% of nonalcohol crashes for which pedestrianswere responsible).
About half of the crashes occurred on the weekend (46.8% vs 22.9% of nonalcohol
pedestrian crashes). Crashes where pedestrians were responsible occurred primarily in
urban areas regardless of whether or not alcohol was involved (86.1% where max
BAC>.IS, 94.4% of nonalcohol crashes).

76 of the 8 1 pedestrians responsible for BAC>. 1 5 alcohol crashes were male. a higher
proportion than for nonalcohol crashes for which pedestrians were responsible(93.8%

41-65

44

vs 59.1%, z=5.58, pC.05). As Figure 4.7 shows, the age profiles ofpedestrians
responsible for BAC>. 15 alcohol crashes and nonalcohol crashes differed markedly
(x2(5)=46.0, p<.05). Most drunk pedestrians were between the age of 21 and 65 but
almost half of the sober pedestrians were over the age of 65. The most common type
of pedestrian responsible for a BAO.15 crash was a male aged between 21 and 65
(58/8 1) whereas the most common type ofpedestrian responsible for a nonalcohol
crash was a femaleaged over 65 years (38/63).

46.8

32.1
25.9

99

Under 17 21-25

17-20

26-40
Age of Pedestrians

41-65

Over 65

Figure 4.7. Percentages of pedestrians responsible for B A D . 1 5 alcohol crashes
and nonalcohol crashes in each age group.

4.2.7 Persons killed
There were 481 persons killed in crashes in which the maximum BAC of persons
responsible was greater than .15. In general, the characteristics of persons killed were
similar to those of persons
responsible (because of the large degree of overlap
between the two groups).
The fatalities comprised 417 males and 64 females. Figure 4.8 shows the different age
distributions of persons killed in the alcohol and nonalcohol crashes (x2(5)=108.3,
p<.05). The figure suggeststhat relatively more persons aged between 21 and 40
were killed in the alcoholcrashes.

-.

Motorcyclistsl Motorcyclists comprised 54 of the persons responsible for BAC>.I 5
alcohol crashes and all motorcyclists were male. These crashes made up almost a
third of crashes for which motorcyclists were responsible (30.5% of alcohol and
nonalcohol crashes for which BAC was known). Almost all motorcyclists were male
for the nonalcohol crashes, so the sex ratios were similar for the two types of crashes.
While the figure looks similar to that for drivers, the age profiles of motorcyclists
responsible for BAC>. 15 alcohol crashes and nonalcohol crashesdid not differ
?~~(4)=2.9,
p>.05, see Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6. Percentages of motorcyclisis responsible for B A D A S alcohol crashes
and nonnlcohol crashes in each age group.

Pedestrians. In 79 alcohol crashes. the maximum BAC of greater than . I 5 belonged
to a pedestrian (a total of 8 1 pedestrians). Almost all of these crashes occurred at
night (89.9% vs 32.6% of nonalcohol crashes for which pedestrians were responsible).
About half of the crashes occurredon the weekend (46.8% vs 22.9% ofnonalcohol
pedestrian crashes). Crashes where pedestrians were responsible occurred primarily in
urban areas regardless ofwhether or not alcohol was involved (86.1% where max
B A O . 1 5 , 94.4% ofnonalcohol crashes).

76 of the 81 pedestrians responsible for BAO.15 alcohol crashes were male. a higher
proportion than for nonalcohol crashes for which pedestrians were responsible (93.8%

41-65

44
shows, the age profiles of pedestrians
responsible for BAC>. 15 alcohol crashes and nonalcohol crashes differed markedly
(x2(5)=46.0, p<.O5). Most drunk pedestrians were between the age of21 and 65 but
almost halfof the sober pedestrians were over theage of 65. The most common type
of pedestrian responsible for a BAO.15 crash was a male aged between 21 and 65
(58/8 1) whereas themost common type of pedestrian responsible fora nonalcohol
crash wasa female aged over 65 years (38/63).
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Figure 4. Z Percentages ofpedestrians responsible
for BAO.15 alcohol crashes
and nonalcohol crashes in each age group.

4.2.7 Persons killed
There were 481 persons killed in crashes in which the maximum BAC of persons
responsible was greater than .15. In general, the characteristicsof persons killed were
similar to thoseof persons responsible (because of the large degree of overlap
between the two groups).
The fatalities comprised 417 males and 64 females. Figure 4.8 shows the different age
distributions of persons killed in the alcohol and nonalcohol crashes (x2(5)=108.3,
p<.05). The figure suggeststhat relatively more persons aged between 21 and 40
were killed in the alcoholcrashes.
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About half of the persons killed in BAO.15 crashes were drivers (see Table 4.9).
The proportion who were drivers was higher in the alcohol crashes than the
nonalcohol crashes, however (49.5% vs. 43.2%, z=2.37, p<.05).
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Figure 4.8. Percentages ofpersons killed in B A D . I S alcohol crashes and
nonalcohol crashes in each age group.

Table 4.9. Types of roadusers killed in BAD.15 and nonalcohol crashes.

Road user type
Driver
Passenger
Motorcyclist
Bicyclist
Pedestrian
Other
Total

I

B A 0 . 1 5 crashes
238 (49.5)
80 (16.6)
(1 1.9)
5 (1.0)
91 (18.9)
lo(2.1)
48 1 f 100.0)

I

Nonalcohol crashes
555 (43.2)
303 (23.6)
147 (1 1.4) 57
43 (3.3)
215 (16.7)
21 (1.6)
1284 (99.8)

Drivers killed. The age distributions of drivers killed in BAO.15 alcohol crashes
and nonalcohol crashes differed (x2(5)=44.0, p<.05, see Figure 4.9). More than 60%
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of drivers killed in B A O . 15 alcohol crashes were aged between 12and 40 years,
whereas only about 40% of drivers killed in nonalcohol crashes were in this age range.
A greater proportion of drivers killed in the alcohol crashes weremale than in the
nonalcohol crashes (212 or 89.1% vs. 403 or 72.6%, z=5.11, pi.05).
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Figure 4.9. Percrnfages of drivers killed in B A 0 . 1 5 alcohol crashes and
nonnlcohol crashes in each age group.

Motorcyclists killed. Almost all of the motorcyclists killed in BAO.15 crashes (and
nonalcohol crashes) were aged between 17 and 40 years. All were male.
Pedestrians killed. The age distributions of pedestrians killed in BAO.15 alcohol
crashes and nonalcohol crashes differed (x2(5)=57.9, p<.05). As Figure 4.10 shows,
almost half of the pedestrians killed in the nonalcohol crashes were elderly. The sex
ratios of the pedestrians also differed between the alcoholand nonalcohol crashes: 83
(91.2%) versus 120 (55.8%). z=5.99, p<.O5.
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Figure 4.10. Percentages of pedestrians killedin BAO.15 alcohol crashes and
nonalcohol crashesin each age group.

4.2.8 Employment characteristics.

Statistical analysis showed a significant difference in the distributions of employment
status of persons responsible for B A O . 1 5 alcohol crashes and nonalcohol crashes
(xZ(S)=S7.4, p<.05). Table 4.10 suggests that this may have resulted from more
tradesmen, plant operators or labourers and unemployed persons and fewer retired
persons and others (preschoolers, students, at home) in the alcohol group. It may be
that this pattern was due to the over-representation of males as persons responsible for
BAC>. 15 alcohol crashes. To test this, a comparison w'as made for males only (there
were too few females to perform a separate analysis). The significant difference
between the distributions remained. however, suggesting that thereis a real pattern of
difference in employment status between those responsible for BAC>. 15 alcohol
crashes and nonalcohol crashes (%'(8)=47.9, p<.05). It is possible that the differences
in employment status reflected the generally younger ageof the persons responsible
for alcohol crashes (therefore fewer retired persons. etc.).
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Table 4.10. The employmentstatus ofpersons responsible for alcohol and
nonalcohol crashes.

Employment status
Managermrofessional
Trades
ClericaUSales
Plantkabour
Other employed
Unemployed
Retired
Other
Unknown
Total

I

I

Nonalcohol
105 (9.0)
114 (9.8)
96 (8.2)
229 (19.6)
34 (2.9)
51 (4.4)
151 (12.9)
150 (12.8)
238 (20.4)
1168 (100.0)

I

I

1

.OS-.15
17 (7.2)
31 (13.2)
18 (7.7)
48 (20.4)
11 (4.7)
23 (9.8)
6 (2.6)
13 (5.5)
68 (28.9)
235 (100.0)

I
I

1

I

>.lS
24 (5.6)
67 (15.7)
32 (7.5)
108 (25.4)
22 (5.2)
46 (10.8)
15 (3.5)
23 (5.4)
89 (20.9)
426 (100.0)

4.2.9 Trip purpose
Trip purpose iscoded in terms of origin and destination of the trip. Overall,
information about the origin
of the trip was only available for 5 1.3% of vehicles
responsible for crashes. Destination information was available for 46.6% of vehicles
responsible for crashes. Earlier analyses of these data showed that while there was a
large amount of missing data, there seemed to be no systematic biases in the pattern of
missing data (INTSTAT, 1991).
Tables 4.1 1 and Table 4.12 summarise the originsand destinations of trips for
vehicles whose controllers were responsible for alcohol and nonalcohol crashes.

Table 4.11. Trip purpose codedin terms of origin of the trip for vehicles whose
controllers (drivers or riders) were responsiblefor alcohol and nonalcohol crushes.

Origin of trip
Home
Work
Recreation
Private business
Other
Unknown
Total

I

I

Nonalcohol
139 (13.7) I
151 (14.9)
197 (19.4)
18 (1.8)
(0.6)
6
503 (49.6)
1014 (100.0)

I
I

.05-.15
17 (8.0) 1 (7.8)
(3.8)
8
93 (43.7)
2 (0.9)
1 (0.5)
92 (43.2)
213 (100.1)

1

>.15
27
12 (3.5)
162 (47.0)
I (0.3)
1 (0.3)
142 (41.2)
345 (1 00.1)
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Table 4.12. Trip purpose coded
in terms of destination of the trip for vehicles whose
drivers were responsible for alcohol and nonaleohol crashes.

Destination of trip
Home
Work
Recreation
Private business
Other
Unknown
Total

Nonalcohol
167 (16.5)
149 (14.7)
127 (12.5)
35 (3.5)
9 (0.9)
527 (52.0)
1014 (100.1)

.05-.15
66 (31.0)
8 (3.8)
22 (10.3)
5 (2.3)
1 (0.5)
111 (52.1)
213 (100.0)

>.15
90 (26.1)
(2.0)
7
49 (14.2)
(2.0)
7
1 (0.3)
191 (55.4)
345 (100.0)

Where origin and destination were known, the most frequent trip purposes for vehicles
responsible for BAO.15 alcohol crashes were recreation to home (75 trips) and
recreation to recreation (37 trips). The most frequent trip purposes for vehicles
responsible for nonalcohol crashes were w-ork to work (109 trips), recreation to home
(100 trips) and recreation to recreation (69 trips).

SO

4.3 ALCOHOL CRASHES IN WHICH MAXIMUM BAC WAS .05-.15

As Table 4.1 shows, there were 228 alcohol crashes in which maximum BAC was
between .OS and .15 (12.6% of all crashes for which maximum BAC was known).
These crashes resulted in death to 249 people and injury to 170 people. In this
section, these crashes are compared with the 113 1 nonalcohol crashes for which
maximum BAC was known.

4.3.1 Timing
In Figure 4.11, the time of day that BAC .05-.1S alcohol crashes and nonalcohol
crashes occurred is shown grouped into six hour blocks. A larger proportion of the
alcohol crashes occurred at night than was the case for nonalcohol crashes (79.3% vs
34.6%, ~ 1 2 . 4 5p<.OS).
,
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Figure 4.11. Time of day that BAC.05-.IS alcohol crashes and nonalcohol crashes
occurred

Many of the BAC .OS-. 15 alcohol crashes occurred on the weekend. This proportion
was significantly higher than for nonalcohol crashes (43.4% vs 29.2%, z=4.21,p<.OS),
Figure 4.12 shows the distribution of the alcohol and nonalcoholcrashes by day of
week.
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Figure 4.12. Day of week ihai BAC.OS.15 alcohol crashes and nonalcohol crashes
occurred.

Almost a third of the crashes in which maximumBAC was between .05 and .I5
occurred on Saturday night or Sunday night (72 or 3 1.7%). This proportion is greater
,
than that found for nonalcohol crashes (152 or 13.5%, ~ 6 . 7 4p<.05).
These findings are in accord with past research whichfound alcohol crashes to be
more likely to occur at night andon weekends than other crashes.
4.3.2 Location

The numbers and percentages of alcohol and nonalcoholcrashes in each State and
Territory are shown in Table 4.2. BAC .05-. 15 crashes made up between 5 and 21
percent of those crashes in which BAC was known for at least one person responsible.
In most jurisdictions the value was between 11 and 17 percent. There was no
evidence of more alcohol crashes at this level occurring in the Northern Territory
(9.7%) than in other jurisdictions.
Table 4.17 shows the numbers of intersection and nonintersection crashes in urban
and rural areas. The proportions of BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes which occurred in
urban and rural areas were similar to those of nonalcohol crashes: 56.1% of the
alcohol crashes and 56.9?6of the nonalcohol crashes occurred in urban areas( 2 4 ,
p>.05). Crashes in which maximum BAC was between .05 and .15 were less likely to
occur at intersections than nonalcohol crashes (21.1% versus 29.5%. z=4.75, p<.05).

Sun
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Of those crashes which did occur at intersections, it appears that a greater proportion
of alcohol thannonalcohol crashes occurred at T-intersections (64.6% vs 47.3%).

Table 4.1 7*. Numbers of intersection and nonintersection crashes in urban and
rural areas.
~~~~

Intersection type
Nonintersection
Intersection

:x

'

Y
T
Multiple
Total crashes

~

~

~

BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes
Urban
Rural
Total
88
40
12
1
27
0
128

92
8

1
2
4

1
100

180
48
13
3
31
1
228

Nonalcohol crashes
Urban
Rural
Total
370
421
797
213
61
334
133
28
161
3 6
9
129
158
5
1
6
643
488
1131

(* Note: Table numbers 4.13 -4.16 are not used)

Differences existedin the type of road on which the two types of crashes occurred
(x2(3)=18.1, p<.05). As Figure 4.13 shows, compared to nonalcohol crashes, the
alcohol crashesappeared less likely to occur on highways and more likely to occur on
other rural roads. The figurealso suggests that the alcohol crashes were less likely to
occur oncity arterials and more likely to occur on other urban roads than nonalcohol
crashes.
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Figure 4.13. Type of road where BAC.OS-.IS alcohol crashes and nonalcohol
crashes occurred.
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The location of crashes can also be expressed as a functionof speed zone Three
quarters of BAC .OS- 15 and nonalcohol crashes occurred in areas zoned 60 km/h or
100 M.The distribution of crashes between these two speed zones was not affected
by alcohol ( ~ 2 ( 1 ) = 0,001, p>.OS).

4.3.3 Crash pattern

BAC -05-.15 alcohol crashes were more likely to involve only one vehicle than were
,
When single vehicle crashes
nonalcohol crashes (71.9% vs 48.0%, ~ 6 . 5 9p<.O5).
where a pedestrian was responsiblewere removed, this difference remained (64.5% vs
35 4%, ~ 8 . 1 7p<.OS).
,
Figure 4.14 shows the distributions of crash patterns for single vehicle (pedestrian not
responsible) and multi-vehicle alcohol and nonalcohol crashes. The crash patterns did
not differ significantly between alcohol and nonalcohol single vehicle crashes
(xz(6)=1 1.2, p>.05, see upper panel). Among multi-vehicle crashes, the mix of crash
patterns did differ significantly (~*(9)=19.9,
p<.OS). From the lower panel ofFigure
4.14 it appears that fewer BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes involved vehicles from adjacent
directions and there was possibly more overtaking inthe alcohol crashes.
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4.3.4 Vehicles driven by persons responsible for crashes
The types of vehicles driven by persons responsible for BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes
are presented in Table 4.4. In crashes for which theBAC of the person known was
responsible, the proportions which were alcohol crashes with maximum BAC .05-.15
were similar for cars (13.6%), motorcycles (14.0%) and light commercial vehicles
(16.8%).
The ages of cars driven by persons responsible for BAC .05-.I5 alcohol crashes are
summarised in Table 4.5. The data suggest that cars morethan 10 years old are overrepresented in these crashes compared with nonalcohol crashes (39.3% vs 3 1.8%,
z=1.71, p<.05). Cars driven by persons responsible for BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes
were older on average than those driven by persons responsiblefor nonalcohol crashes
(10.1 years vs. 8.7 years, t(596)=2.16, p<.05).

4.3.5 Vehicle occupancy
Table 4.6 summarises vehicle occupancy data for cars responsible for alcohol and
nonalcohol crashes. Cars responsible for BAC .05-.15 crashes had similar numbers of
occupants as cars responsible for nonalcohol crashes (1.97 vs 1.87, t(855) =0.91,
p>0.05).

4.3.6 Speeding
Vehicles whose driver was responsible fora BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashwere more
likely than those of nonalcohol crashes to bejudged to be travelling at "possibly over
the speed limit" (22.7% vs 12.7%, z=3.74, p<.05, see Table 4.7) or "definitely over
the speed limit" (34.6% vs 15.2%, z=6.56, p<.05).

4.3.7 Persons responsible for crashes
The blood alcohol concentrations of the road users responsible for alcoholcrashes are
presented in Table 4.8, Overall, males were over-represented as responsible for
alcohol crashes with BAC .05-.15 (88.5% of these crashes, 77.8% of nonalcohol
crashes, z=3.71, p<.05). The age profiles of persons responsible for these crashes and
nonalcohol crashes differed (~2(5)=47.9.p<.O5). As Figure 4.15 shows, the age group
17-20 appeared to be over-represented in the alcohol crashes (28.6% vs 17.4%).
Persons aged 21-40 also seemed somewhat over-represented. Males aged 17-40
comprised 168 of the 234 persons responsible for BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes (72.1%
vs 47.6% ofnonalcohol crashes, z=6.83, p<.05).
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Figure 4.15. Perceniages of persons responsible for BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes
and nonalcohol crushes in each age group.

Drivers. Drivers comprised 180 of the 234 persons responsible for BAC .05-.15
crashes. When drivers alone were considered, males remained over-represented as
responsible for alcohol crashes with BAC .05-.15 (87.2% vs 78.3%for nonalcohol
The age profiles of drivers responsible for BAC .OS-.15
crashes, ~ 2 . 7 0p<.05).
,
alcohol crashes and nonalcohol crashes again differed (x*(S)=35.9, p<.OS). As Figure
4.16 shows, there appears to be an over-representation of drivers in the age group 1720 in alcohol crashes and, to a lesser extent, drivers aged 21-40. Males aged 17-40
comprised 129 of the 180 drivers responsible for BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes (71.7%
,
vs 48.7% of nonalcohol crashes, ~ 5 . 6 2p<.05).
Seat belts were available but not worn by 69 drivers responsible for BAC .05-. 15
alcohol crashes (38.1%). This proportion is significantly higher than that found for
drivers responsible for nonalcohol crashes (20.1%, z=5.22, p<.O5).
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Figure 4.16. Percentages of drivers responsible for BAC.OLI5alcohol crashes
and nonalcohol crashes in each age group.

Motorcyclists. 29 ofthe 30 motorcyclists responsible for BAC .05-.15 alcohol
crashes were male (as were 120 of the 123 motorcyclists responsible for nonalcohol
crashes). The age profiles of motorcyclists involved in BAC .OS-. 15 alcohol crashes
and nonalcohol crashes were similar (x2(4)=.52, p . 0 5 , see Figure 4.17).
Pedestrians. In 18 alcohol crashes, the maximum BAC of between .05 and. 15
belonged to a pedestrian (a total of 22 pedestrians). Most of these crashes occurred at
night (77.8% vs 32.6% of nonalcohol crashes for which pedestrians were responsible).
About a third of the crashes occurred on the weekend (27.8% vs 22.9% of nonalcohol
crashes). Crashes where pedestrians were responsible occurred primarily in urban
areas regardless of whether or not alcohol was involved(88.9% where max BAC 0.5.15, 94.4% of nonalcohol crashes).
Pedestrians comprised 22 of the 234 persons responsiblefor BAC .05-.I 5 alcohol
crashes. 19 of these pedestrians were male, a higher proportion thanfor nonalcohol
crashes for which pedestrians were responsible (86.4% vs 59.1%, z=2.47, p<.05). As
Figure 4.18 shows, the age profiles of pedestrians responsible for BAC .05-.I5 alcohol
crashes and nonalcohol crashes differed (~2(5)=30.9,p<.05). Most drunk pedestrians
were in the age groups 17-20 and 41-65 but almost half of the sober pedestrians were
over the age of 65.
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4.3.8 Persons killed
There were 249 persons killed in crashes in which themaximum BAC of persons
responsible was between .05 and . I 5 The fatalities comprised 199 males and 50
females. Figure 4.19 shows the different age distributions of persons killed in the
alcohol and nonalcohol crashes (x2(5)=59.8, p<.05). The figure suggests that
relatively more persons aged between 21 and 40 were killed in the alcohol crashes.
Further analysis showed that this pattern was found for both males and females.
The distributions of road user types killed were similar in BAC .05-.15 crashes and
nonalcohol crashes (see Table 4.18). About 70% of those killed were vehicle
occupants.
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Figure 4.I9. Percentages ofpersons killed in BAC.OLI5 alcohol crashesand
nonalcohol crashes ineach age group.
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Table 4.18. Persons killed in BAC .05 -.I5 and nonalcohol crashes as afunction of
road user iype.

BAC .05-.15 crashes

Road usertype
Driver
Passenger
Motorcyclist
Bicyclist
Pedestrian
Other
Total

Nonalcohol crashes
555 (43.2)
303 (23.6)
147 (11.4)
43 (3.3)
215 (16.7)
21 (1.6)
1284 (99.8)

106 (42.6)
69 (27.7)
31 (12.4)
5 (2.0)
30 (12.0)
8 (3.2)
249 (99.9)

Drivers killed. The age distributions of drivers killed in BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes
and nonalcohol crashes differed (x2(5)=21.6, p<.05, see Figure 4.20). In general,
drivers killed in the alcohol crashes were younger than those killed in thenonalcohol
crashes. A greater proportion of drivers killed in the alcohol crashes were male than
in the nonalcohol crashes (89 or 84.0% vs. 403 or 72.6%, z=2.46, p<.05).
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Figure 4.20. Percentages of drivers killed in BAC.05-.15 alcohol crashes and
nonalcohol crashes in each age group.
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Motorcyclists killed. Almost all of the motorcyclists killed in BAC .Os-.15 crashes
(and nonalcohol crashes) were aged between 17 and 40 years. Most motorcyclists
killed were male: 30 of the 31 motorcyclists killed in BAC .05-.15 crashes were male
and 143 of the 147 motorcyclists killed in nonalcohol crashes.
Pedestrians killed. The age distributions of pedestrians killed in BAC .05-.I5
alcohol crashes and nonalcohol crashes differed (xz(5)=30.3, p<.05). As Figure 4.21
shows, almost half of the pedestrians killed in the nonalcohol crashes were elderly.
The sex ratios of the pedestrians also differed betweenthe two groups: 26/30 (86.7%)
males killed in the alcohol crashes versus 1201215 (55.8%) males killed in the
nonalcohol crashes, ~ 3 . 2 3p<.05.
,
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Figure 4.21. Percentages ofpedestrianskilled in BAC.OS.15 alcohol crashesand
nonalcohol crashesin each age group.

4.3.9 Employment characteristics
The employmentstatus of persons responsible for alcohol and nonalcohol crashes is
summarised in Table 4.10. Statistical analysis showed a significant difference
between the distributions of employment status of persons responsible for BAC .05.15 crashes and persons responsible for nonalcohol crashes (~2(8)=50.3,pc.05).
Inspection of Table 4.10 suggests that the alcohol group contained comparatively
fewer retired persons and others (preschoolers, students, at home)than the nonalcohol
group but comparatively more persons for whom employment status was unknown.
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When employment statuswas examined for males alone (to control for the overrepresentation ofmales in alcohol crashes), the datashowed the same pattern
(x*(8)=29.7, p<.05).

4.3.10 Trip purpose
Tables 4.11 and 4.12 show trippurpose coded in terms of origin and destination of the
trip. Origin and destination were missing for about half of the vehicles responsible for
crashes. Of the 99 BAC .05-.I5 alcohol crashesfor which origin and destinationwere
known, the most fiequent trippurpose was recreation to home (55 trips). For the 469
nonalcohol crashesfor which origin and destination were known, 109 were workwork, 100 were recreation-home and 69 were recreation-recreation.
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4.4 A COMPARISON OF ALCOHOL CRASHES IN WHICH MAXIMUM
BACz.15 AND ALCOHOL CRASHES IN WHICH MAXIMUM BAC LAY
BETWEEN .OS AND .15

As shown in Table 4.8, there were 424 alcohol crashesin which maximum BAO.15
and 228 alcohol crashes in which maximum BAC lay between .05 and .15. Thus the
highest BAC crashes were more common and resulted in more deaths and injuries.
4.4.1 Timing
Alcohol crashes in which maximum BAC exceeded .15 were more likely to occur at
night than alcohol crashes in which maximum BAC was between .05 and .15 (87.0%
vs 79.3%, z=2.57, p<.05).
The proportion of crashes which occurredon the weekend did not differfor the two
maximum BAC levels (49.3% vs 43.4%, z=1.44, pZ.05). However, the proportion of
crashes which occurred on Saturday night orSunday night was greater for the higher
maximum BAC (42.3% vs31.7%, z=2.64, p<.05).

4.4.2 Location
BAO.15 alcohol crashes vaned more between states than did BAC .05-.I5 alcohol
crashes. The percentage of crashes in which maximum BAC was greater than .15
appeared to be highest inthe Northern Territory butthis did not appear to be the case
for BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes.
The proportions of crashes which occurred in urban areas did not differ (59.3% vs
56.1%, z<l, pZ.05). Neither did the proportion which occurred atintersections
(19.1 % vs 21.1%, z 4 , p>.05) or the type of roads on which the crashes occurred
(x2(3)=1.69, p>.O5). Almost three-quarters of BAC >0.15 and BAC 0.05- 0.15 crashes
occurred in areas zoned 60km/h or 1OOWh. The distribution of crashes between
these two speed zones was not affected by thelevel of alcohol (x2(1)=0.28, pz.05)

4.4.3 Crash pattern
Similar proportions of alcohol crashes at the two maximum BAC levels weresingle
vehicle (72.4% vs 71.9%, 2 - 4 : p . 0 5 ) . However, when single-vehicle crashes
involving pedestrians were removed, the proportion of BAC>. 15 alcohol crashes
which were single vehicle crashes was lessthan that of BAC .05-. 15 alcohol crashes
(54.7% vs 64.5%, z=2.42, pi.05).
Analysis showed that the types of crashes (as represented byDCA groups) was similar
for single vehicle crashes (pedestrian not responsible) at the two alcohol levels
(x2(5)=4.83. pZ.05). The patterns of multi-vehicle crashes differed, however
(x2(8)=16.95, pi.05). The data suggest that there were relatively more crashes
involving vehicles from adjacent directions and relatively fewer crashes involving
vehicles from opposite directions at the lower alcohol level.
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4.4.4 Vehicles driven by persons responsible for crashes
The typesof vehicles driven by persons responsible for BAC .05-.15 and BAC>.lS
crashes are presented in Table 4.4. The table shows that similar mixes of vehicles
were responsible for B A 0 . 1 5 and BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes: about two-thirds
were cars and another third was made up equally of motorcycles and light commercial
vehicles.
The ages of cars
driven by persons responsible for BAC .05-.15 and BAC>. 15 alcohol
crashes arepresented in Table 4.5. Cars more than 10 years old were not overrepresented in theB A 0 . 1 5 crashes (46.0% vs 39.3%, ~ ~ 1 . 2p>.05).
6,
The mean ages
of cars driven by persons
responsible for B A O . 15 and BAC . O S . 15 crashes didnot
differ (1 1.1 vs. 10.1, t(269)=1.37,p>.05).

4.4.5 Vehicle occupancy
Table 4.6 summarises vehicleoccupancy data for cars responsible for alcohol crashes.
There was a trend for cars drivenby persons responsible for thelower alcohol crashes
to havemore occupants (1.97 vs 1.75) but this failedto reach statistical significance
(t(417) =1.80, p= 0.07).
The percentagesof vehicles classified as travelling "possibly" or "definitely over the
speed limit" are summarised in Table 4.7. Percentages for BAO.15 and BAC . O S . 15
were very similar (24.9 vs 22.7%, and 32.6% vs 34.6%).

4.4.6 Persons responsible for crashes
Overall, there were 234 persons responsible for BAC .OS-.15 alcohol crashes and 426
persons responsible forB A O . 15 alcohol crashes. Males comprised a higher
proportion of persons responsible at the higher BAC level (93.9% vs 88.5%, z=2.45,
p<.05). The age profiles of the two groups also differed (x2(5)=23.1, p<.05). As
Figure 4.22 shows, persons aged 17-20 appear to be over-represented in the lower
BAC crashes and persons aged 26-40 in thehigher BAC crashes.

Drivers. There were 180 drivers responsible for BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes and 287
drivers responsible for B A O . 1 5 crashes. The percentage of males was again higher
at the higherBAC level (92.7% vs 87.2%, z=1.98, p<.05). Theage profiles varied
significantly, x2(5)=21.4, p<.05. Figure 4.23 shows that, as found in the overall
analysis, driversaged 17-20 wereover-represented in BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes
and drivers aged 26-40 were over-represented in BAO.15 alcohol crashes.
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Drivers responsible for B A O . 1 5 crashes were more likely to be not wearing a seat
belt (when one wasavailable) than driversresponsible for BAC .05-.15 crashes
(46.0% vs. 38.1%, ~ 1 . 6 8p<.05).
,
Motorcyclists.~There were 30 motorcyclists responsible for BAC .05-.15 alcohol
crashes and 54 motorcyclists responsible for BAO.15 crashes (12.8% and 12.7%),
both groups were male. As Figure 4.24 shows, the age
Almost all motorcyclists in
profiles of motorcyclists involved in the two types of alcohol crashes were also
similar, x2(4)=.70,p>.05.
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Figure 4.24. Age of motorcyclists responsiblef o r BAcZ.15 and BAC.O5-.15
alcolrol crashes.

Pedestrians. Pedestrians comprised a higher percentage of persons responsible for
B A O . 1 5 alcohol crashes than BAC .05-.15 crashes (81 vs 22, 19.0% vs 9.4%,
~ 3 . 2 4p.r.05).
,
At both BAC levels, most pedestrians were male (93.8%vs 86.4%,
z=I .15, p . 0 5 ) . In general, pedestrians responsible for BAC .05-.I5 crashes appeared
to be younger than those responsible for the higher alcohol crashes (x2(5)=15.0,
p<.05, see Figure 4.25).
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crashes.

4.4.7 Persons killed
There were 481 persons killed in BAO.15 alcohol crashes and 249 persons killed in
BAC .05-.15 alcohol crashes. There were relatively more males killed in the higher
alcohol crashes (86.7% vs. 79.9%, z=2.40, p<.05). Figure 4.26 shows the different
age distributions of persons killed in the high andmedium alcohol crashes
(x2(5)=22.3, p<.05). The figure suggests that relatively more persons aged between
17 and20 were killed in the medium alcohol crashes and relatively morepersons aged
26-40 were killed in the high alcohol crashes. Further analysis showed that this
pattern was found for males and was similar, but not statistically significant, for
females.
The distributions of road user types killed were similar in B A O . 1 5 and BAC .05-.15
alcohol crashes (see Table 4.19). More drivers and fewer passengers were killed at
the higher alcohol level (drivers: z=1.77. p<.O5, passengers: F-3.53, p<.05). This
may reflect the lower occupancy of vehicles driven by drivers responsible for
BAO.15 crashes.
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Figure 4.26. Percentages ofpersons killed in B A 0 . 1 5 and BAC .05-.15 alcohol
crashes.

Table 4.19. Persons kiIied in B A O . I S and BAC .05 -.I5 crashes as a function of
road user type.

Road user Woe
Driver
Passenger
Motorcyclist
Bicyclist
Pedestrian
Other
Total

BAO.15 crashes
238 (49.5)
80 (i6.6j
57 (1 1.9)
5 (1 .O)
91 (18.9)
lo(2.0j
481 (99.9)

BAC .05-.15 crashes
106 (42.6)
69 (27.7)
31 (12.4)
5 (2.0)
30 (12.0)
8 (3.2)
249 (99.9)

Drivers killed. The age distributions of drivers killed in BAO.15 and BAC .05-.15
alcohol crashes differed (x2(5)=13.7, p<.05, see Figure 4.27). The figure suggests that
there were proportionally more 17-20 year old drivers killed in the medium alcohol
crashes and proportionally more 26-40 year old drivers killed in the high alcohol
crashes. Similar proportions of drivers killed in the two groups were male (212/238 or
89.0% vs. 89/106 or 84.0%, ~ 1 . 2 9p>.OS).
,
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Figure 4.27. Percentages of drivers killed in B A O S S and BAC.O5-.lS alcohol
crashes.

Motorcyclists killed. Almost all ofthe motorcyclists killed in BAO.15 and BAC
.05-.15 crashes were aged between 17 and 40 years. The age distributions of the two
groups did not differ, ~2(4)=2.21,p>.05 Most motorcyclists killed were male: all of
the motorcyclists killed in BAO.15 crashes and 30 ofthe 31 motorcyclists killed in
BAC .05-.15 crashes were male.
Pedestrians killed. The age distributions of pedestrians killed in B A O . 1 5 and BAC
.05-.15 alcohol crashes differed (x*(5)=18.2, pC.05). As Figure 4.28 shows,
pedestrians aged 17-20 and over 65 years appear to be over-representedamong those
killed in medium alcohol crashes. The sex ratios of the pedestrians were similar in the
two groups: about 90% of those killed weremale.

4.4.8 Employment characteristics
Table 4.10 shows the distributions of employment status for persons responsible for
alcohol and nonalcohol crashes. Controllers in both BAO.15 and BAC .05-.15 were
most commonly from the plant operators/labourers category or the trades category.
There was no difference in employment status between the two groups as a whole
(x2(8)=7.64,p>.05) or when only males were considered (x2(8)=7.61, p>.05).
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4.4.9 Trip purpose

Origin and destination of the trip on which the crash occurred is summarised in Tables
I 1 and 12. Vehicles whose controllers were responsible for BAO.15 and BAC .05, I 5 crashes did not differ according to origin (x2(5)=1.63, p>.O5) or destination
(x’(5)=4.58, p>.OS). The origin of the trip was coded as recreation in most ofthe
cases for which this information was available and the destination was most
frequently home.

4.5 SUMMARY

The results are summarised in tabular form in Table 4.20 and described in the text
which follows.

A number of hypotheses about alcohol crashes derived frompast research were tested.
The data showed that alcohol crashes weremore likely to:
occur at night and on weekends
over-representation at night higherfor B A O . 15 than BAC . O S . 15
occur in the Northern Territory ( B A O . 15 only)
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be single vehicle crashes
when pedestrian crashes removed proportion SV less for BAC>. 15 than BAC
.05-.I5

involve speeding

.

involve more male than female drivers intoxicated
more so forBAO.15 thanBAC.05-.15
involve motorcyclists (BAC>. 15)

.

involve non-elderly adult pedestrians
result in more alcohol-related fatalities among 21-40 year olds than among
other age groups
also 17-20 year olds for BAC .05-.15 crashes

Other findings of the analyses were that, compared with nonalcohol crashes, alcohol
crashes were:
less likely to occur on highways and more likelyto occur on other rural roads
less likely to occur at intersections
in BAC>. 15 crashes, single vehicle (pedestrian not responsible)crashes were
more likely to involve leaving the carriageway on a curve and less likely to
involve nonresponsible pedestrians
multi-vehicle crashes involved fewer vehiclesfrom adjacent directions.
BACB.15 crashes involved morevehicles from opposing directions whereas
BAC .05-. 15 crashes possibly involved more overtakingthan nonalcohol
crashes.
drivers of light commercial vehicleswere over-represented in BAC>. 15
crashes
older cars
in B A 0 . I 5 crashes, driver responsible was more likelyto be sole occupant of
the vehicle. contributing to proportion killed who were drivers was higher
more drivers responsible not wearing seat belts
drivers responsible were less likely to be retired and (for BAC>. I 5 crashes)
more likely to be manual workers or unemployed persons

.

trip purpose was more often recreation to home
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Table 4.20. Summary of characteristics of nonalcohol, BAC.OS.15 and BAO.15
crashes. A statistically significantdifference is represented by a difference in the
number of asterisks.

manual workers or
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5. CRASHES FOR WHICH YOUNG ROADUSERS WERE

RESPONSIBLE
The over-involvement of young andor inexperienced drivers in road crashes is wellestablished international phenomenon (Drummond, 1988). It has also shomn itself to
be one of the most intractableroad safety problems, reflecting perhaps the complexity
of the problem relative to other road safety issues and the fact therefore that traditional
road safety approaches are less applicable (Drummond, 1999).
On the basis of past research, one expects crashes in which young drivers are
responsible to have a number of characteristics (compared to crashes in which other
drivers are responsible):

.
.
.
.

more fatal crashes at night because of more recreational driving
more fatal crashes onweekends because of recreational driving
more passengers
more drivers
male
older vehicles mean that defects are more likely and that level of occupant
protection may be less
for 17-20 year olds, more crashes in states with lower licensing ages

This chapter examines crashes for which 17-20 year oldswere judged tobe
responsible, then thosefor which 21-25 year olds were judged to be responsible. It
concludes with a comparison of crashes of the two age groups. The tables presented in
this sectionwill also be referred to when discussing 21-25 year olds and elderly road
users.
Table 5.1 presents thenumbers of road users responsible for crashes in each age
group. It shows that 17-20 year oldsmade up 17.1% of persons responsible for fatal
crashes, compared with21-25 year olds who made up 19.9%of persons responsible
for fatal crashes. Drivers comprised the bulk of persons responsible for crashes in
each age group.
In the following discussion, 17-20 year olds are referred to as the "younger"group;
21-25 year oldsas the "young"group and 26-65 year olds as the "older"group.

Table 5.1. Road users responsible for crashes classrped by age group. There were
an additional 23 persons responsiblefor crashesfor whom road user type or age
group was not available.
Road user type
-47
Driver
Motorcyclist
Bicyclist
Pedestrian
Other
Total

132
(5.3%)

17-20
18
332
7
64
28
3
77
30
2
0
429

(17.1%)

Age group
26-65 21-25Over 65
373
153
926
1
84
90
3
19
5
38
130
121
0
0
0
498
I165
280
(19 9%)
(46.5%)
( I 1.1%)

Total
1802
246
58
396
2
2504
(1 00%)
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5.1 CRASHES IN WHICH ROADUSER RESPONSIBLE WAS AGED17-20 YEARS

There were 425 crashes in which the roaduser responsible was aged 17-20 years.
These crashesresulted in death to 478 people and injury to 406 people. In this
section, these crashes are compared with the 1255 crashes for which theperson
responsible was aged between 26 and 65 years.

5.1.1 Timing
Crashes for which 17-20 year olds and 26-65 year olds were responsible were
distributed differentlyacross the day (xz(3)=44.8, p<.05). Figure 5.1 suggests that
crashes of 17-20 year olds were relatively more frequent between midnight and 6 am.
Closer examinationof the timeof occurrence of crashes as a function of
blood alcohol
concentration of the person responsible showed that young sober drivers were also
over-represented between 6 pm and midnight (x2(3)=22.2, p<.05).
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Figure 5.1. Percentages of crashes for which 17-20 year olds and 26-65 year olds
were responsible as a funciion of time of day.

Crashes of younger and older persons also varied according to day of the week
(x2(6)=23.3, p<.05). Figure 5.2 suggests that the crashes of younger persons were
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over-represented on the weekend. Further analysis showed that this pattern was
statistically significant only at high alcohol levels (BA0.15, x*(6)=14.0,pi.05).
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Figure 5.2. Percentages of crashes for which 17-20 year olds and26-65 year oldi
were responsible as afunction of day of week.
These findings are in accord with past research which hasshown over-involvement of
young drivers at night and on weekends, particularly where alcohol isinvolved.

5.1.2 Location

There was no difference between the distributions byState or Territory of crashes of
younger and older persons (x2(7)=10.0, p>.05). This was somewhat surprising
because relatively more crashes of younger persons wouldhave been expected in
jurisdictions where the licensing age is lower(e.g. South Australia). Perhaps the
reason there was no difference is that there is no controlfor demographic inequalities.
SA may have a lower licensing age butit also has one of the lowest percentage of
young people (15-19 years: SA 0.075; ACT 0.095; QLD 0.083).
Crashes of younger roadusers were more likelythan those of older persons tooccur in
urban areas (60.6% vs 51.1%. 2=3.33. p<.05). Differences also existed in the types of
roads on which the crashes occurred (.~'(3)=31.8.p<.05). Figure 5.3 suggests that
crashes of younger roadusers were more likely to occuron "other urban" and less
likely to occur on highways.
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Figure 5.3. Percentages of crashes for which 17-2Oyear olds and 26-65 year olds
were responsible as a function of type of road.

The over-representation of crashes of young people in urbanareas is also apparent
when crashes are classified according to the speed limit at the crash location
(x*(7)=16.3, p<.05). As Table 5.2 suggests, relatively more crashes of young drivers
occurred in 60 kmlh speed zones and relatively fewer occurredin 100 kmlh speed
zones.

Table 5.2. Speed limits at crash locations (by age ofperson responsible).
Age of person responsible

Speed limit
(kmm
<60
60
61-79
80
100
110
Unavailable
Unknown
Totalcrashes

II

17-20
3 (0.7)
186 (43.8)
55 (12.9)
6 (1.4)
128 (30.1)
34 (8.0)
2 (0.5)
11 (2.6)
425 (100.0)
.

I

I

21-25
5 (1.0)
208 (42.4)
64 (13.1)
3 (0.6)
152 (31.0)
44 (9.0)
5 (1.0)
. ,
9 (1.8)
490(99.9)

1

26-65
4 (0.4)
391 (35.5)
123 (11.2)
10 (0.9)
425 (38.6)
115 (10.4)
8 (0.7)
. ,
25 (2.3)
1101 (100.0)

I

Over 65
2 (0.7)
178 (63.8)
21 (7.5)
3 (1.1)
62 (22.2)
12 (4.3)
0 (0.0)
.
.
1 (0.4)
279 (100.0)
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The proportions of crashes which occurred at intersections did not differaccording to
age group (17-20: 26.4%, 26-65: 22.9%, 2-1.44, p>.05) and no difference was
observed in the type of intersection at which the two groups of crashes occurred
(x2(3)=0.4, p>.O5).
5.1.3 Crash pattern

Table 5.3 gives a breakdown of crashes for which 17-20 year olds and 26-65 year olds
were responsible.

Table 5.3. Types of crashes for which roadusers aged 17-20 were responsible.

r"-Type of Crash

Age of roaduser responsible

17-20 as percentage
of all crashes

26-65

17-20

All crashes
Pedestrian responsible
Single vehicle
Urban
Rural

429
30
271

SV urban
SV urban pedresp
M Y urban
MV urban ped resp
SV rural
SV rural ped resp
MV rural
MV rural ped resp

158
24

260

1
112
5
56
0

1165
130
620
61 1
552 168

17.1
7.6
19.2
17.7
16.2

323
112
288 102
2
295
15
257
0

19.1
6.9
16.0
16.7
19.2
12.2
12.4

-

Noie: Urban andrural do not add to give all crashes becawe location was unknownfortwo crashes
There were no multi-vehicle ruralcrashesfor which pedestrians were responsible.

Crashes for which younger people were responsible were more often single-vehicle
,
This remained true when crashes in which
crashes (63.1% vs 54.0%, ~ 3 . 2 2p<.05).
but was
pedestrians were responsible were removed (60.8% vs 49.1%,~ 2 . 9 8p<.05)
,
true only for crashes in which the person responsible wassober, however (BACI.05:
,
The issue ofpedestrians' responsibility for crashes is
53.5% vs 41.3%, ~ 2 . 0 1 p<.05).
dealt with in a later section.
Because of the different rates of single vehicle crashesin crashes of younger and older
persons, crash pattern was analysed separately for these two groups. The mix of types
of single vehicle crashes differed betweenthe two groups (x2(5)=l 1.8, p<.05). As
Figure 5.4 suggests, the proportion of single vehicle crashes which were off-path
on
curve seemed higher for the younger group while the reverse
appeared to be true for
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pedestrian crashes. Thedistributions of multi-vehicle crashes for the two groups did
not differ (x2(9)=9.7, p . 0 5 , see Figure 5.5). Most multi-vehicle crashes (regardless
of age) were classified as crashes of vehicles from opposing directions.
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On Palh

On Path
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OW Path
Curve
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Figure 5.4. Crash patterns (DCA group) of single vehicle crushesfor which persons
aged 17-20 and 26-65 years were responsible.
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Figure 5.5. Crash patterns (DCA group) of multi-vehicle crashes for which persons
aged 17-20 and 26-65 years were responsible.
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5.1.4 Vehicles driven by persons responsible for crashes
The types of vehicles driven bypersons responsible for crashes are showzn classified
by age group of the controller in Table 5.4. Compared to 26-65 year olds, 17-20 year
olds had a different mix of vehicles in crashes (~2(13)=77.3,p<.05). The table
suggests that the difference resulted from the younger persons being less likely to
drive medium and heavy commercial vehicles and buses.
Table 5.5 summarises the ages of cars (not all vehicles) driven by drivers responsible
for crashes. It should be remembered that vehicle age data were largely missing from
Queensland crashes and about half of the data were missing from Victoria and
Western' Australia.
The agedistributions of cars driven by 17-20 year olds and 26-65 year olds differed
significantly (x2(3)=32.3, p<.05). It is clearly apparent from Table 5.5 that this
difference may have resulted from older cars,on average, being driven by the younger
drivers.

Table 5.4. The @pes of vehicles driven by persons responsible for crashes classified
by age group of ihe coniroller.

4 7
15

1
I

17-20
275

Ape erouD
. of controller
21-25
26-65
Over65
I 303 I 646 I 134

I

"

I

1

I
I

Total
1373

derivative
Motorcycle

Medium
Heavy

Total vehicles

(54.5)
55
(99.9)

1

(0.8)
399
(100.1)

I

(0.9)
160
(100.1)

1

(3.1)
1035
(100.1)

I
I

(4.4)
159
(100.0)

I
I

2108
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Table 5.5. Ages of cars driven by persons responsible for crashes as a funcfion of
age group of driver.

The number of occupants of cars responsible for crashes is summarised inTable 5.6.
The distribution of numberof occupants differed between cars driven by 17-20 year
olds and 26-65 year olds responsible for crashes (x*(3)=9.3,p<.05). This appears
from Table 5.6 to result from overall higher occupanciesin cars driven by the younger
group.

Table 5.6. The numberof occupants of cars responsible for crashes.

The percentages of vehicles classified as "possibly" or "definitely over the speed
limit" are summarised in Table 5.7. Vehicles driven by persons aged 17-20 were
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more likely to be judged as travelling "definitely over the speed limit" than vehicles
driven by 26-65 year old persons (32.6% vs 14.2%, ~ 7 . 9 1p<.05).
,

Table 5.7. Numbers andpercentagesof vehicles classified "possibly" or "definitely
over the speed limit" according to the age of the controller.

Speed
categorv

"

Possibly over
speed limit
Definitely
over speed
limit
Not speeding~

Unknown
Total vehicles

I

I

I

Age of driver
~

4 7
5
(9.1)
9
(16.4)

17-20
70
(17.5)
130
(32.6)

21-25
86
(18.7)
116
(25.2)

26-65
163
(15.7)
147
(14.2)

Over 65
9
(5.7)
3
(1.9)

Total
333

40
(72.7)

153
(38.3)
46
(11.5)
399
(99.9)

21 1
(45.9)
47
(10.2)
460
(100.0)

597
(57.7)
128
(12.4)
1035
(100.0)

139
(87.4)
8
(5.0)
159
(100.0)

1140

1
(1.8)
55
(100.0)

I

I

I

1

405

I

230
2108

5.1.5 Persons responsible for crashes
The typesof road users aged 17-20 and 26-65 who were responsible for crashes are
presented in Table 5.1. The road user mix differed significantly between the two age
groups (x2(3)=24.4, p<.05), there seemed to bemore motorcyclists in the younger
group.
The younger and older persons responsible were equallylikely to be male (84.6% vs
83.5%, ~ 0 . 5 3p>.05).
,
The blood alcohol concentrations (BACs) of the two groups differed (x*(3)=29.5,
p<.05). As Table 5.8 shows, 17-20 year olds appeared to be more likely to have a
BAC of between .05 and . I 5 but less likely to have aBAO.15.

Drivers. Of the 429 17-20 year olds responsible for crashes, 332 (77.4%) were
drivers. The percentage of drivers responsible for crashes who were male was
unaffected by age (17-20: 81.6%, 26-65: 82.9%, F-0.54, p>.OS). The two groups
differed according to blood alcohol concentration, however (x2(3)=26.2, p<.05, see
Figure 5.6). The figure suggests that 17-20 year olds were no more likelythan older
drivers to be drunk and when drunk were less likely to have a high BAC.

I
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Table 5.8. Blood alcohol concentrations (BAC) of persons responsible for crashes
as afunction of age.

Motorcyclists. 64 motorcyclists between 17 and 20 years old were responsible for
crashes. For both this group and the 26-65 year olds, almost all motorcyclists were
male. The two groups did not differ according to blood alcohol concentration
(x2(3)=1.7, p . 0 5 ) .

48.5

24.1

% Crashes

24.0

18.7

c.05

18.7

.05-.15

>.15
BAC Level

Figure 5.6. Percentages of drivers responsible for crashes aged 17-20 and 26-65
according to blood alcohol concentration (BAC).

Unknown
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Pedestrians. 30 pedestrians aged between 17 and 20 were responsible for crashes.
(86.7% male 17-20, 78.5% 26-65). The two groups differed according to blood
alcohol concentration, however (x2(3)=18.6, p<.05, see Figure 5.7). The figure
suggests that 17-20 year olds were more likely to have a BAC of between .05 and .15
but less likely to have a BACIO.05 or unknown.

5.1.6 Persons killed
There were 478 persons killed in crashes for which 17-20 year olds were at least
partially responsible. The fatalities comprised 361 males and 117 females. Figure 5.8
shows the different age distributions for persons killed in crashes for which 17-20 year
olds and 26-65 year olds were responsible (x2(5)=993.4, pX.05). While the clearest
pattern is that of persons responsible for the crashes being killed, the figure also
shows that29% of the persons killed in crashesfor which 17-20 year olds were
responsible did not belong to this age group.

36.7
33.1

..___
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% Crashes
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Figure 5.7. Percentages of pedestrians responsible for crashes aged 17-20 and 2665 according to blood alcohol concentration (BACj.
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Figure 5.8. Percentages ofpersons in each age groupkilled in crashesfor which
17-20 year olds and 26-65 year olds were responsible.
The distributions of road users killed is shown in Table 5.9. Crashes for which 17-20
year olds were responsible resulted in death to relatively more motorcyclists and
pedestrians (z=3.28, p<.05) and relatively fewer drivers than crashes for which 26-65
year olds were responsible
(F-3.93, p<.05).

Table 5.9. Persons killedin crashesfor which particularage groups were
responsible as a function of road usertype. Double countingof crashes prevents
calculation of total numberof road users of each type killed.

Type of road
user killed
~~~~

~~~~~

Driver
Passenger
Motorcyclist
Bicyclist
Pedestrian
Other/unknown
Total persons
killed

Age of person responsible

tI

17-20
177(37.0)
153 (32.0)
71 (14.9)
l(1.5)
63 (13.2)
7 (1 S )
478 (100.1)

I
I

21-25
227(40.4)
156 (27.8)
88 (15.7)
4 (0.7)
77 (13.7)
(1.8)
562 (100.1)

I

1

1
I

26-65
Over65
596(47.5)
99(33.1)
332 (26.5)
58 (19.4)
118 (9.4)
5 (1.7)
10 (3.3)
30 (2.4)
127 (42.5)
170 (13.5)
9 (0.7) 10
0 (0.0)
1255 (100.0) 299 (100.0)
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5.1.7 Employment characteristics
Comparisons of employment status of drivers
responsible for crashes across age
groups may give little specific information about these drivers but may provide only
general information about all drivers of these age groups (see Table 5.10). While the
distribution ofemployment status was found todiffer significantly between 17-20
year old and 26-65 year old drivers responsible for crashes (x2(8)=56.1, p<.05), this
may reflect only general differences between these two age groups.

5.1.8 Trip purpose
Trip purpose is coded in terms of originand destination of the trip.Overall, these data
items were available for about half of the vehicles responsible for crashes. Tables
5.1 1 and 5.12 summarise the origins and destinations of tripsfor vehicles whose
controllers were responsible for crashes. Trips ofpedestrians responsible for crashes
are not included in the summary.
The originsof trips for 17-20 year old and 26-65 year old drivers differed significantly
(x*(5)=67.0, p<.05) with Table 5.1 1 suggesting that the younger group were less
likely to be returning from work and more likely to be returning from recreation. The
destinations of trips for the two groups also differed significantly (x2(5)=56.9, pi.05)
showing the same pattern (see Table 5.12).

Table 5.10. The employmentstatus of drivers responsible for crashes.

Other
Unknown
Total

8
(53.3)
1
(6.7)
15
(99.9)

(9.8)
102
(37.1)

(100.1)

16 27
(5.3)
104
(34.3)

(100.0)

67
(1 0.4)

129 11
(8.2)
445 30 208

(32.2)
(22.4)
134
646 303 275
(99.9)
(100.0)

1373

86

Table 5.11. Trip purpose coded in terms of origin of the trip for vehicles whose
controllers were responsible for crashes classified as a function of age of controller.

I

(100.0)

I

(100.0)

1

(100.1)

I

(100.1)

1

(100.0)

I

Table 5.12. Trip purpose coded in terms of destination of the trip for vehicles whose
controllers were responsible for crashes classiJied as a functionof age of controller.

Destination of
trip
Home
Work
Recreation
Private
business
Other
Unknown

Total

Age of driver

I
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5.1.9 Seat Belt Wearing

The proportions of car drivers responsible for crashes who were not wearing a seat
belt were similar for 17-20 year olds and 26-65 year olds. (28.4% and 26.3%,
respectively). However, passengers in cars driven by 17-20 year old drivers
responsible for crashes were more likely not to be wearing a seatbelt than passengers
of older drivers (37.6% vs 25.9%, z=1-.87:p>.05).
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5.2 CRASHES IN WHICH ROADUSER RESPONSIBLE WAS AGED21-25 YEARS

There were 490 crashes in which the person responsible was aged 21-25 years. These
crashes resulted in death to 562people and injury to 5 14 people. In this section, these
crashes arecompared with the 1255 crashes for which the person responsible was
aged between 26 and 65 years.

5.2.1 Timing
Crashes for which 21-25 year olds and 26-65 yearolds were responsible were
distributed differently across the day (p(3)=23.1, pi.05). Figure 5.10 suggests that
crashes of 21-25 year olds were relatively more frequent between midnight and 6 am.
Further examination of the data showed that this pattern was statistically significant
for those crashes in whichblood alcohol concentration of the person responsible was
over .15 only (x*(3)=14.3, p<.05).
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Figure 5.10. Percentages of erashes for which 21-25 year olds and 26-65 year oldr
were responsible as a function
of time of day.
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Crashes of young and older persons also varied according to day of the week
(x2(6)=13.3, p<.05).Figure 5.1 1 suggests that the crashes of young persons were
over-represented on the weekend.
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Figure 5.11. Percentages of crashes for which 21-25 year olds and 26-65 year olds
were responsible as a function of day of week.

5.2.2 Location
Crashes for which 2 1-25 year olds were responsible were not over-represented
compared to those of 26-65 yearolds in any State or Territory (x*(7)=5.8,p>.05).
This suggeststhat any effectsof differences in minimum licensing ages has dissipated
by the timepersons reach 21-25 years old. Note thisanalysis did not allow for
different age distributionsacross the states.
Crashes of young persons were no morelikely than those ofolder persons to occur in
,
However, differences existed in the
urban areas (54.9%vs 51.1%, ~ 1 . 4 0p>.05).
types of roads on which thecrashes occurred (x2(3)=31.8, pi.05). Figure 5.12
suggests that crashes of young persons were less likely to occur onhighways.
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Figure 5.12. Percentages of crashes for which 21-25year olds and 26-65 year olds
were responsible as R funriion of type of road

The proportions of crashes which occurredat intersections did not differ accordingto
age group (21-25: 21.6%, 26-65: 23.00/0,z=-0.62, p . 0 5 ) and no difference was
observed in the typeof intersection at which the two groups of crashes occurred
(r,?(3)=2.7,p>.05).
'The distribution of crashes of young andolder persons differed according to the speed
limit at the crash location (x2(7)=15.1,p<.05). As Table 5.2 shows, crashes of the
younger group occurred relatively more often in 60 kmih zones and relatively less
often in 100 km/h zones.

5.2.3 Crash pattern

Table 5 . 1 3 gives a breakdown of the types of crashes for which roadusers aged
21-25
years were responsible.
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Table 5.13. Types ofcrashes forwhich roadusers aged 21-2Syears were
responsible.
Type of Crash

All crashes
Pedestrian responsible
Single vehicle
Urban
Rural
SV urban
SV urban ped resp
MV urban
MV urban ped resp
SV rural
SV rural ped resp
MV rural
LMV rural ped resp

Age of roaduser responsible
21-25
490
38
274
269
22 1

26-65
1101
110
595
562
537

145
29
124
1
129
8
92
0

301
95
26 1
2
292

13
245
0

21-25 as percentage
of all crashes
20.4
10.6
20.0
19.4
21.9

18.3
9.1
20.9
20.0
22.3
21.1
21.3

Note: Urban and Rural do not add to give all crashes because location was unknown for two crashes.
There were no multi-vehicle rural crashes for which pedesnians were responsible.

The percentages of crashes for which 21-25 yearolds and 26-65 year olds were
responsible which were single-vehicle were similar (55.9% vs 54.0%,~ 0 . 7 0p,. 0 5 ) .
This pattern remained when crashesfor which pedestrians wereresponsible were
removed and did not differ according to BAC.
The types of crashes for which 21-25 yearold and older persons were responsible did
not differ (x2(9)=9.1, p>.05: see Figure 5.13).

5.2.4 Vehicles driven by persons responsible for crashes
Compared to 26-65 year olds, 21 -25 year oldshad a different mix of vehicles in
crashes (x*(13)=56.7. p<.05). Table 5.4 suggests that the difference resulted from the
younger persons more commonly driving cars in thecrashes.
The age distributions of cars driven by 21-25 yearolds and 26-65 year olds
responsible for crashes differed (x2(3)=14.9.pC.05). From Table 5.5 it appears that
cars driven by the younger group were older. on average.
In contrast to expectations from earlier studies, the number of occupants did not differ
for cars driven by persons from the two age groups (;1?(3)=5.7, p . 0 5 , see Table 5.6).
The pattern was similar to that for the younger group.however.
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Figure 5.13. Crash patterns (DCA groups) of crashes of 21-25 year olds and 26-65
year olds.

Vehicles driven by 21-25 year olds were more likely to be judged to be travelling at
"definitely overthe speed limit" than vehicles driven by 26-65 year olds (x2(6)=40.1,
p<.05, see Table 5.7).

5.2.5 Persons responsible for crashes
The typesof road users aged 21-25 and26-65 who were responsible for crashes are
presented in Table 5.1.The road user mix differed significantly between the two age
groups (x2(3)=35.9, p<.05), there appearing to be more motorcyclists in theyounger
group.
The younger and older persons responsible were equally likely to be male (83.5% vs
83.5%, ~ 0 . 0 0p>.05).
,
The blood alcohol concentrations (BACs) of the twogroups differed (x2(3)=S.90,
p<.05). As Table 5.8 shows, 21-25 year olds appeared to be more likely to have a
BAC ofbetween .05 and .15.
Drivers. Of the 498 21-25 year olds responsible for crashes, 373 (74.9%) were
drivers. The percentage of drivers responsible for crashes who were male was
unaffected by age (21-25: 80.4%, 26-65: 82.9%, F-1.07, p.05). The two groups
differed according to blood alcohol concentration, however (x2(3)=11.7, p<.05, see
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Figure 5.14). The figure suggests that 21-25 year olds were more likely to have a
BAC of between .05 and .15. The percentage of drivers responsible who were male
differed according to BAC (see Table 5.14). Young and older drivers with high BAC
were equally likely to be male. However young sober or lower BAC drivers were less
likely to be male than their older counterparts.

48.5

c:rashes i

20.9
14 2

>.I5

.05-.15

Unknown
BAC Level

Figure 5.14. Percentages of drivers responsiblefor crashes aged 21-25 and 26-65
according to blood alcohol concentration
(BAC).

Table 5.14. Numbers andpercentagesof drivers responsiblewho were male as a
function of blood alcohol concentration
(BAC) and age group.

BAC

<.os
.05-.15
>.15
Unknown
Total male drivers

I

21-25 year old drivers
108 (71.5)
43 (81.1)
(89.7)
79 (86.8)
300 (80.4)
I

26-65 year old drivers
359 (80.0)
76 (92.7)
161 (93.1) 70
172 (77.5 j
768 (82.9)

I
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Motorcyclists. There were 84 motorcyclists aged 21-25 years who were responsible
for crashes. All but one were male. The patterns of blood alcohol concentration of
21-25 and 26-65 year old motorcyclists were similar (x2(3)=3.4, p>.05), about a half
of the motorcyclists were sober.
Pedestrians. Of the 498 21-25 year olds responsible for crashes, 38 (7.6%) were
pedestrians. The percentage of pedestrians responsible for crashes who were male
was unaffected by age (21-25: 78.9%, 26-65: 78.5%, z=0.05, p>.05). The patterns of
blood alcohol concentration of the two groups weresimilar (x2(3)=2.6, p>.05), with a
large number of pedestrians having a BAO.15.

5.2.6 Persons killed
There were 562 persons killed in crashes for which 21-25 yearolds were at least
partially responsible. The fatalities comprised 420 males and 142 females. Figure
5.15 shows the different age distributions for persons killedin crashes for which 2125 year olds and 26-65 year olds were responsible (x2(5)=864.6,p<.05). While the
clearest pattern is that of persons responsible forthe crashes being killed, the figure
also shows that about a third of the persons killed in crashes for which 21-25 year olds
were responsible did not belongto this age group, comparedwith only about 20% of
persons killed in crashes for which 26-65 yearolds were responsible (34.3% vs
21.2%, z=5.93, p<.05).
Persons killed in crashes for which 21-25 year olds wereresponsible were less likely
to be drivers (40.4% vs 47.5%, F-2.81, p<.05) and were more likely to be
motorcyclists (15.7% vs 9.4%, ~ ~ 3 . 9p<.05)
2,
than were persons killed in crashes in
which 26-65 year olds were responsible (see Table 5.9).
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Figure 5.15. Percentages of persons in each age group killed in crashes for which
21-25 year olds and 26-65 year olds were responsible.
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Drivers killed. Relatively more 26-65 year old drivers were killed by members of
their own age group than were 21-25 year olddrivers (96.3% vs 86.3%, ~ 5 . 2 4 ,
p<.05). Just under 80% of drivers killed in both types of crashes were male (77.1% vs
78.9%, F-0.56, p>.05).
Motorcyclists killed. In contrast to the findings for drivers, relatively more 21-25
year old motorcyclists were killed bymembers of their own age group than were 2665 year old motorcyclists (93.2% vs. 83.9%, z=2.02, p . 0 5 ) . Almost all motorcyclists
killed in both types of crashes were male.

Pedestrians killed. The pattern for pedestrians killed differs somewhat from that
found for drivers and motorcyclists. As Figure 5. I6 shows, only about half of the
pedestrians killed in crashes for which 21-25 year olds were responsible were
themselves aged 21-25. In contrast, 78.7% of pedestrians killed in crashes for which
26-65 year olds were responsible were themselves aged 26-65 (48.1%vs 78.7%, z=4.82, p<.05).
Pedestrians killed in crashes for which 21-25 year olds or 26-65 year olds were
responsible were equally likely to be male(68.8% vs 70.6%, z=-0.29, p>.05).
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Figure 5.16. Percentages of pedestrians in each age group killed incrashes for
which 21-25year olds and 24-65 year olds were responsible.
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5.2.7 Employment characteristics
The employment statusof 21-25 year olds responsible for crashes differed from that
of 26-65 year olds (x2(8)=36.3, p<.05). From Table 5.10 it appears that members of
the younger group were less likely to he employed in managerial or professional
positions or to be not in theworkforce, whereas they were more likely to be employed
in trades or plant and labour related jobs.

5.2.8 Trip purpose
The trip purposes of 21-25 year old and 26-65 year old persons responsible for crashes
differed (origin: x2(5)=30.5,p<.05; destination: x2(5)=26.0, p<.05).From Tables 5.1 1
and 5.12 it appears that 21-25 year oldswere less likely to be driving to or returning
from work andmore likely to be driving to or returning from recreation.

5.2.9 Seat Belt Wearing

The proportion of drivers responsible for crashes who were not wearing a seatbelt
were similar for 21-25 year olds and 26-65 year olds (28.4% and 26.3%, respectively)
However, passengers in carsdriven by 21-25 year old drivers responsible for crashes
were more likely notto be wearing a seatbelt than passengers of older drivers (38.6%
vs 25.2%, ~ 3 . 1 6p<.05)
,

5.3 SUMMARY
The chapter examined crashes for which 17-20 year olds and 21-25 year olds were
judged tobe responsible and compared the characteristics of these crashes with
crashes for which 26-65 year olds were judged to be responsible. This summary
compares the resultsof those analyses with expectations based on past research and
notes wherethe two young driver groups may differ.
In accord withpast research, the analyses showed that:

.
.
.
.

crashes of both 17-20 and 21-25 year old groups were relatively more frequent
at night
crashes of 17-20 and 21-25 year olds were relatively more common on the
weekend, but this pattern resulted from high alcohol crashes only
cars driven by 17-20 and21-25 year old drivers responsible for crashes were
older on average than carsdriven by older drivers
cars driven by 17-20 year olds but not 21-25 year olds had more passengers
than cars driven by older drivers
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Two predictions from past research were not supported by theresults of the analyses:

.

there were not more crashes of 17-20 year old drivers in states with lower
licensing ages
there was no over-representation of male drivers among those responsible for
crashes (compared with older drivers)

In additionto the specificpredictions of past research, crashes of young people were
shown to have the following
characteristics:
crashes of 17-20 year oldswere more likely to occur in urban areas, on "other
urban" roads and lesslikely to occur on highways than crashes of older drivers.
Crashes of 21-25 year olds were less likely to occur on highways.
percentages of crashes for which 21-25 year oldsand 26-65 year olds were
responsible whichwere single-vehicle were similar whereas percentages of
crashes for which17-20 year olds were responsible were more often singlevehicle crashes
17-20 yeax olds and 21 -25 yeax olds had adifferent mix of vehicles in crashes
and they are more commonly driving cars in thecrashes
17-20 year oldsand 21-25 year olds responsible for crashes were likely to be
motorcyclists, male and have a BAC of between .05 and .IS
persons killed in crashes for which 17-20 year olds and 21-25 year oldswere
responsible were less likely to be drivers and were more likely to be
motorcyclists thanwere persons killed in crashes in which 26-65 year olds
were responsible
the distribution ofemployment status was found to differ significantly between
17-20 and 21-25 year olds and 26-65 year old drivers responsible for the
crashes but this may reflect only overall age-based distributions of employment
status, having littlerelation to crashinvolvement
17-20 year olds and 21-25 year old groups were less likely to be driving to or
returning from work and more likely to be driving to or returning from
recreation
passengers of cars driven by 17-20 or 21-25 year olds were more likely not to
be wearing a seatbelt than were passengers in cars driven by older drivers.
There was no difference found for drivers, however.
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The differences between the three age groups are summarised in Table 5.15.

Table 5.15. Summary of characteristics of crashes for which 17-20,21-25 and 2665 year olds were responsible. A statistically signifcant difference is represented
by a difference in the number of asterisks.

drivers, more likely to be
motorcyclists
Trip purpose recreationrelated, less work-related

**

**

*
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6. CRASHES FOR WHICH ELDERLY ROADUSERS WERE

RESPONSIBLE
Past research suggests that crashes for which elderly drivers are responsible should
have the following characteristics:

.
..

relatively more female drivers than for other crashes
more intersection crashes(because more urbandriving)
more multi-vehicle crashes(because more urban driving)
more daytime crashes (because of more daytime driving)
more urban crashes (because of shorter distances driven bythe elderly)

As Table 5.1 shows, there were 280 crashes in which the person responsible was aged
over 65 years. These crashes resulted in death to 299 people and injury to 189 people.
In this section, these crashes are compared with the 1247 crashes for which the person
responsible was aged between 26 and 65 years.
6.1 Timing
Crashes for which over 65 year olds and 26-65 year oldswere responsible were
distributed differently across the day (-*(3)=90.7, pX.05). Figure 6.1 suggests that
crashes of the elderly group were relatively more frequent between 6 am and noon and
particularly so between noon and 6 pm. This is in agreement with the findings of past
research.
Crashes of elderly and older persons also varied according to day of the week
(x*(6)=13.4,p<.05). Figure 6.2 suggests that the crashes of elderly persons were more
likely to occur on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays relative to those of the older
group.
6.2 Location

The distributions of crashes of elderly and olderpersons differed across the States and
Territories (x2(7)=17.2, p<.O5). From Figure 6.3 it appears that elderly persons were
over-represented as responsible for crashes in Victoria and under-represented in
Western Australia (which has a lower proportion of elderly people accordingto the
census).
As predicted from earlier studies, crashes of elderly persons more often occurred in
urban areas than those of older persons (75.6% vs 50.8%, z=7.45, p<.05). As a result
of this difference, crashes for which elderly personswere responsible were more
likely to occur in 60 km/h zones and less likely to occur in 100 km/h zones than
crashes of the other drivers (x2(1)=52.6. p<.05). This difference remained when
analysis was restricted to urban crashes (x2(1)=6.43,p<.05).
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Figure 6.1. Percentages of crashes for which personsaged over 65Years and%-65
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Figure 6.3. Distribution across Statesand Territories of crashesfor which over 65
year olak and 26-65 year 01th were responsible.
Overall, crashes of elderly people were about twice as likely to occur at an
intersection as those of older people (44.8% vs 22.9%, ~ 7 . 3 3p<.05).
,
However, this
applied to crashes for which elderly drivers were responsible but not to crashes for
which elderly pedestrians were responsible. When urban crashes only were examined,
intersections remained more dangerous for elderlypeople (x2(3)=16.5, p<.05).
The types of intersections at which crashes occurred are shown inTable 6.1. The mix
of intersections was the same forthe two groupswhen considered overall (x2(3)=3.1,
p>.05), when drivers and pedestrians were analysed separately and when urban
crashes only were examined.

Table 6.1. Types of intersections at which crashes occurred.
Type of intersection
X
Y
T
Multi
Total intersection crashes

Persons aged over 65
years
65 (52.0)
2 (1.6)
56 (44.8)
2 (1.6)
125 (100.0)

Persons aged 26-65
years
108 (43.2)
8 (3.2)
129 (51.6)
5 (2.0)
250 (100.0)

ACT
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The types of traffic controls
present at intersections did not differ between the two age
groups for drivers(x*(11)=15.1, p.05) or pedestrians (x2(7)=5.0, p . 0 5 ) responsible
for crashes.

6.3 Crash pattern
Table 6.2 gives breakdown
a
of crashes for which over 65 year olds and 26-65 year
olds were responsible as a functionsingle/multi-vehicle,
of
urbdrural and
responsibility ofpedestrians. The roaduser responsible was more likely to be a
The overpedestrian in the elderly group (43.0% vs. 10.1%, ~ 1 1 . 4 9p<.05).
,
representation of urban areas incrashes of elderly persons results from the large
number of crashes in which pedestrians were responsible. When pedestrians
responsible areremoved, urban crashes make up 34.4% of crashesof elderly roadusers
and 41.9% of crashes of 26-65 year old road users (F-2.28, p<.05).

Table 6.2. Types of crashes for which roadusers aged over 65years were
responsible.
Type of Crash

All crashes
Pedestrian responsible
Single vehicle
Urban
Rural
SV urban
SV urban ped resp
MV urban
MV urban ped resp
SV rural
SV rural ped resp
MV rural
MV rural ped resp

Age of roaduser responsible
>65
279
120
162
68
130
113 95
81
2
32
5
36
0

>65 as percentage
of all crashes

26-65
1094
110
589
555 211
537
297
258
2
292
13
245
0

11.6
32.8
11.8
15.2
6.7
16.4
35.1
13.6
33.3
5.5
13.2
8.3
0.0

Note: Urban and rural do not add to give all crashes because location was Unknown for two crashes.
There were no multi-vehicle rural crashes for which pedestrians were responsible.

overall, similar percentage of crashes of the elderly and older group were singlevehicle (58.1%VS. 54.0%, z=1.23,p>.05). When crashes in which pedestrians were
responsible were removed, however, crashes of the elderly group were much less
likely to be single-vehicle than crashes of the older group (27.7% vs 49.1% 2=5.02,
p<.05).
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The following discussion of crash types excludes crashes in which thepedestrian was
responsible. The mix of crash patterns for single-vehicle urban crashes differed
significantly (x*(6)=21.l, p<.O5). Figure 6.4 suggests that elderly roadusers had
relatively fewer off path on curve crashes. In multi-vehicle urban crashes, elderly
roadusers had relatively more vehicle adjacent crashes and relatively fewer vehicle
opposing crashes than their 26-65 pear old counterparts (x2(8)=38.6, pc.05, see Figure

6.5).
Elderly and other roadusers had similar crash patternsfor single vehicle rural crashes
and for multi-vehicle rural crashes (single:~2(5)=9.09,p>.O5; multi:~2(8)=14.02,
p>.O5). Most single-vehicle rural crashes were off path
on straight or on curve
whereas most multi-vehicle rural crashes involved vehiclesfrom adjacent or opposite
directions.~
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Figure 6.4. Crash patterns (DCA group) of singre vehicle urban crashes f o r which
persons aged over 65 years and 26-65 years were responsible. Does not include
crashes f o r which pedestrians were considered responsible.

6.4 Vehicles driven by persons responsible for crashes
The mix of vehicle types driven by persons over 65 who were responsible for crashes
differed from that of 26-65 year old persons responsiblefor crashes (x2(]3)=50.8,
p<.05). It appears from Table 5.4 that elderly persons were less likely to drive
motorcycles and trucks.
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Figure 6.5. Crash patterns(DCA group) of multi-vehicle urban crashes for which
persons aged over 65 years and26-65 years were responsible.

The age of cars (Table 5.5) did not differ between the older and elderly drivers
(x2(3)=3.1, p>.05) nor did the average number of occupants
in cars driven by
members of the two groups (1.76 vs 1.87, t(728)=-0.92, p>.O5). However cars driven
by elderly persons were more likely to have two occupants and less likely to have four
occupants than cars driven by members of the other group (see Table 5.6, x2(3)=22.8,
p<.05).
As can be seen from Table 5.7, fewer elderly drivers were judged to be travelling at
"possibly" (5.7% vs 15.7%, z=-3.34, p<.05)or "definitely over the speed limit" (1.9%
vs 14.2%,z=-4.35, p<.05). This difference remained when urban and rural crashes
were examined separately.

6.5 Persons responsible for crashes
The types of road users aged over 65 and 26-65who were responsible forcrashes are
presented in Table 5.1. The road user mix differedsignificantly between the two age
groups (x2(3)=171.7, p<.05), there appearingto be a higher percentage of elderly
pedestrians responsible for crashes.
The elderly persons responsible were less likely to be male (68.5% vs 83.5%,
z=-5.69, p<.05).
The blood alcohol concentrations (BACs) of the two groups differed (x2(3)=69.4,
p<.05). As Table 5.8 shows, over 65 year olds appeared to be less likely to have a
BAC over .OS and were more likely tohave unknown BAC.

0,nem
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Drivers. Of the 280 over 65 year olds responsible for crashes, 153 (54.6Y0) were
drivers. The elderly drivers responsible for crashes were less likely to be male than
were other drivers (75.0% vs82.9%, F-2.33, p<.05). The two groups differed
according to blood alcohol concentration,
(xz(3)=34.1, p<.05, see Figure6.6). The
figure suggeststhat elderly drivers were less likely to have a BAC over .05 and were
more likely to have unknown BAC.

Motorcyclists. There was only one elderly motorcyclist responsible for a crash.

Pedestrians. 131 elderly pedestrians were responsible for crashes. The proportionof
pedestrians who were male was lower for the elderly group than for 26-65 year olds
(59.5% vs 78.5Y0, z=-3.26, p<.05). The BACs ofthe two groups also differed
(x2(3)=45.4, p<.05) with feweralcohol-affected pedestrians in the elderly group.
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Figure 6.6. Percentages of drivers responsiblejor crashes aged over 65 years or 2665 years according to blood alcohol concentration.

6.6 Persons killed

There were299 persons killed incrashes for which persons aged over 65 years were at
least partially responsible. The fatalities comprised 169 males and 130 females.
Figure 6.7 shows thedifferent age distributions for persons killed in crashes for which
over 65 year olds and 26-65 year olds were responsible (x2(5)=1040.4, p<.05). More
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than 90% of the persons killed in crashes for which over 65 year olds were responsible
belonged to this age group.
Crashes for which over 65 year olds were responsible resulted in death to relatively
,
and fewer other road users than
more pedestrians (42.5% vs 13.5%, ~ 1 1 . 4 6p<.05)
crashes for which 26-65 year olds were responsible (see Table 5.9).
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Figure 6.7. Percentages of persons in each age groupkilled in crashesfor which
over 65 year olds and 26-65 year olds were responsible.

6.7 Employment characteristics

Not surprisingly, the employment mix of persons responsible for crasheswho were
over 65 years differed from those persons aged26-65 years (x2(8)=325.4,p<.05).
From Table 5.10 it can be seen that this was largely due to 64.2% of the elderly group
being retired.

6.8 Trip purpose

The trip purposes of persons aged over65 years old who were responsible for crashes
differed from those ofpersons aged 26-65 years (origin: x2(5)=42.1, p<.05;
destination: x2(5)=24.0, pK.05). Table 5.1 1 suggests that members of the elderly
group were more likely to be travelling from home or from an unknown origin and

>65
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less likely to be travelling from work. Their destination appeared to be less likely to
be home or work and more likely to be unknown (see Table 5.12).

6.9 Summary and conclusions
The analyses confirmed the predictions of past research that crashes for which elderly
drivers are responsible have the following characteristics:

.

more daytime crashes
more urban crashes.
more intersection crashes. This was found when elderly drivers were
responsible for crashes but not when elderly pedestrians were
responsible for
crashes.
more multi-vehicle crashes. Crashes for which elderly drivers were
responsible appeared more likely to involve vehiclesfrom adjacent directions
and less likely to involve vehiclesfrom opposite directions.
relatively more female drivers responsible than for other crashes. The analysis
also showed that more elderly pedestrians responsiblewere female.

In addition the analyses showed that, compared to crashesfor which 26-65 year olds
were responsible, crashes of over 65 year olds were:
more common mid-week
more common in Victoria and lesscommon in Western Australia
Cars drivenby over 65 year olds responsible for crasheswere, relative to cars
driven by 26-65 year olds, less likely to be speeding.
Elderly persons responsible for crashes were less likely to havea blood alcohol
concentration over .05 but more likely to have an unknown blood alcohol
concentration.
More than 90% of the persons killed in crashes for which over 65 year olds were
responsible belonged to this age group.
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7. CASE SCENARIOS
7.1. INTRODUCTION
The 1988 Fatality File is the most comprehensive databasefor fatal crashes in
Australia, and as suchis an extremely valuable and useful resource. Nevertheless its
value can beenhanced by using the database together with insights able to be gained
by reference back to the original source material foreach case.

Limitations of databases
The information that is able to be extracted frommass data (organised in the form of a
structured database) is inherently circumscribed to the variables coded in the database.
Thus the more comprehensive the set of variables used to model the particular event,
the more completely does the database describe the essential and significantfactors
and parameters of the particular event. It is also evident that databases for practical
purposes are limited in their capacity to describe (model) realityand their function is
to try tocode sufficient variables so as to be useful: a database is not reality but an
abstraction of it. The power and value of mass data lies in the statistical analysis of
this data toobtain statistically significant insights and hencea better and more
confident understanding of the particular event. These statistical analyseshighlight
areas for further research, analysis or targeting for countermeasure development.

It is important to recall that the database was derived (abstracted)from the original
source material, which for each event remains the richest sourceof material available.
For this reason the project brief also includedthe requirement to reviewa sample of
the original case material for each crash group. This review was aimed at obtaining
additional insights into the common crash types, not discerniblefrom the database,
and to develop typical case scenarios for particular crashtypes.
Method
For each causal variable FORS selected a representative sample of crashes, and
supplied copies of the original case material.The file for each case typically
contained: the Coroner’s findings regardingthe fatalities associated with the crash,
police report and summaries regarding the accident, witness statements regarding pretrip activity and circumstances of the crash, autopsy reports and photographs
of the
crash scene and damaged vehicles. In anumber of cases, only some of this material
was available, with for example, witness statements not being available. In addition all
the cases had the original coding forms used for each case, which formedthe input to
construct the 1988 Fatality File database.
The basic approach was to read all the case materialand summarise this ona proforma
(refer Appendix 2). The main areas focussed on related to:
pretrip activities
contributory circumstances
crash description

sketch of vehicle movement and crash type
injuries causing death and vehicle damage
The case scenarios were then developed from the summaries for each case. A total of
188 cases were examined, divided more or less equally into the following seven
groups. The selection criteria for inclusion of cases in a particular groupwas based on
the assessment of the major causal factor involved in the crash. Typicallythese were
derived from police or inquest findings. The cases involved thefollowing causal
variables:

fatigue
speeding
alcohol (BAC 0.05- 0.15)
alcohol (BAC 0.15)
younger roadusersaged 17- 20 years
young roadusers aged 21- 25 years
elderly roadusers over65years
The following sections set out the case scenarios derived from the case material, for
each of theabove groups.

7.2. CASE SCENARIOS FOR FATIGUE INVOLVED CRASHES

‘The crash types where fatigue has been consideredto be the major causal variable are
usually identified on the basis that surviving drivers or other vehicle occupants may
state that the driver was tired and momentarily fell asleep. In other cases wherethere
are no witnesses, the circumstances before and afterthe crash suggest that the driver
must have dozed off.
The review of the 29 cases, highlights the following typical scenarios leading up to
“fatigue” crashes:

Fatigue Scenario I : Alcohol involved.
In these cases the driver would have arrivedat the pub early in the day, and stayed for
quite some time, leaving in the late evening. In driving away fromthe venue the
driver, at some stage, becomes drowsy and falls asleep (momentarily or longer) losing
control of the vehicle which leavesthe road hitting atree or pole, or rolling over.

Fatigue Scenario 2: Alcohol plus a long drive.
The feature of these crash types isthat the driver would typically attend a party or
other function and stay late or till early morning (eg 5-6am), having consumed
significant levels of alcohol combined with very little,if any, sleep. The driver may
then embark on a fairly long trip back home. At some point the driver falls asleep or
loses concentration resulting in the vehicle running off the road and colliding
with
trees or poles or rolling over. In some cases the driver
awakes to find himself on the
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gravel road shoulder and in trying to correct the vehicle, overcorrects resulting inthe
car cutting across the road to the opposite side, and striking fixed objects or oncoming traffic.
It is also evident from the case studies that for younger people in particular itis not
uncommon for them to drive in the morning having been ata party most of the night
and slept very little. It is not surprising that this combination of factors would lead to
fatigue and loss of concentration or falling asleep whilst driving. Interestingly it
would seem that these drivers appear to very much overestimate their capacity to drive
in these circumstances (and oblivious to the risks) and appear to"push on" regardless.

Fafigue Scenario 3: General tiredness, long trips.
There are a series of crashes where the driver has become tired throughlong hours of
work (e.g working seven days straight) or has worked night shift, prior to the trip.
Following this activity the driver may then embarkon a long trip (e.g from one
country town to another) involving perhaps 2-4hrs of driving, and then at some stage
falling asleep and losing control as described in the previous examples.
Similar situations to these arise in cases where the person may he tireddue to illness
combined with medication, thus being susceptible to drowsinessor a loss of
attentiveness.
As shown by the statistical analysis, these crashtypes are predominantly rural, where
the longer travel times allow greater opportunity for fatigue to develop sufficiently for
the driver to doze off. Because of the usually higher speeds involved inthe rural
environment, these crashes are particularly severe and thus more likely to be fatal.
This compares with urban situations -,here the shorter travel timeenables the driver to
perhaps just cope, without having a crash occurring. On the other hand, in
the urban
environment, though fatigue related crashes may still occur, dueto the lower speeds
these crashes would be less likely to result in a fatality.

Futigue Scenario 4: Holiday travel.
These crashes are characterised by long travel times inthe case of people taking
touring holidays between major centres or capital cities. These trips are also
characterised by the cars having four or perhaps more occupants (as highlighted in the
statistical summary). Consequently the long trip time could lead to driver drowsiness
resulting in vehicles running off the road as described previously.
Because of the long distances that are ofien involved, driving is often shared, resulting
in inexperienced drivers being responsible forparts of the journey. These drivers also
suffer from fatigue. and may find themselveson the gravel shoulder of the road and
losing vehicle control followed by the inevitable crash. Usually the more experienced
driver would be trying to gain some sleep in this period, and hence would not be
observing the novice driver. Significantly these novice drivers appear to be unaware
that their lack of experience leaves them ill-prepared tocope with the hazards that can
arise when travelling on rural highways.
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Fatigue Scenario 5: Truck Involved Crashes.
Of the7 multi vehicle collisions, 5 involved truck and car crashes. In two of these
cases the truckdriver fell asleeprunning into therear of stationary cars. One case
involved acar stopped on theemergency lane of thehighway, with the driver standing
beside thecar adjusting the roof rack. The truck driver fell asleep, and drifted into the
emergency lane striking thevehicle h m behind and killing the car’s driver. The truck
driver awokeonly metres prior to the
point of impact. In the other case the truck
driver ran into the rear of avehicle stopped at an intersection. Again the truck driver
was tired and failed to notice the stationary vehicle. In this case the driverdid not
regularly dothis 3 hr drive and said he was tired and was intending to rest at the next
stop.
In other cases the truckwas the struck vehicle, with the car driver falling asleep and
drifting into the oncoming traffic lane, into the path of the truck.

7.3. CASE SCENARIOSFOR CRASHES INVOLVING SPEEDING
The crash typeswhere speeding has been considered to be the major causal variable
are usuallyidentified on thebasis of information given by surviving drivers, other
vehicle occupants or witnesses. In other cases where there are no witnesses, the
circumstances of the crash (for example extent of vehicle damage) suggest that the
driver must have been driving at excessive speed.
Crashes in whichspeeding has beenconsidered to be a major causative factor
typically involve young drivers, driving at night, losing control of their vehicle on the
gravel shoulder of the roadway and colliding with fixed roadside objects (trees,
poles), or rolling over,or colliding with oncoming vehicles.
Over 50% of thesedrivers (from the sample of cases) would have a BAC in excess of
0.05%. The collisions aretypically high severity impacts with fatal injuries incurred
by the impact side occupant, with a disproportionate number not wearing seatbelts.
The vehiclesinvolved are typically older than for other crash types and this is even
more evident for high BAC drivers.
From the case studies, ahigh proportion of the vehicles are Holdens and Fords, which
could be a reflection on thepreference and low cost availability of these (older)
vehicles for young drivers. The age and model type of the vehicle is also significant in
speeding crashesas both the crashworthiness and handling of these vehicles would be
somewhat less thanfor newer model vehicles. Thus not only are young drivers more
prone to speed but they do so in vehicles which are more likelyto lead to loss of
control (at higher speeds) and in the event of acollision a higher likelihood of injury,
particularly in high speed impacts. Nearly 50% of speeding crashes tended to occur in
60kmih speed zones, with, not surprisingly, ahigh number ofcollisions involving
poles or trees. About 20% of speeding crashes involved motorcyclists.
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Some typical scenarios are:

Speedingscenario I : Motorcycle crashes.
Typically these crashesoccur on urban roads with
speed limits in the hOkm\h range,
involving young riders.
One typical scenario is that of a bike speeding on an urban road and colliding with a
car turning across its path.One explanation of these crashes is that the high speed of
the bike on these streetsmeans that motorcycle is not in sight(sight distances for
urban roads arenot generally designed €or high speeds) as thecar drivers commence
their manoeuvre,and because of their excessive speed, the motorcyclist is unable to
take evasive action in time. Other crashes involve inexperienced riders on new
powerful bikes or even crashingwhile test riding a bike prior to purchasing.

Speeding scenario 2: Speeding cars.
A number ofdifferent crash scenarios are evident for this category. However they can
be summarised as usually involving young drivers driving at a speed which is
excessive for the road environment and the capabilities of the driver. One common
situation isfor a young driver, commonly with friendsin the car, noticeably exceeding
the speed limit, with thevehicle moving onto the gravel shoulder of theroadway. This
motion may simply be due to a momentary lapse of attention or the rear of the car
may start to slidedue to excess speed for the curve.

This initial loss of control results in the driver trying tobring the car back onto the
bitumen roadway, with theresult however of over-correcting with the car then cutting
right across the road and striking a tree or pole or oncoming traffic. Alternatively the
car will strike afixed object on theroad side. In other cases the vehicle may also
rollover. Damage to the vehicle is generally severe with highdeformations, with the
fatalities usually being on the impact side of the vehicle. As seatbelt usage is typically
lower than average,ejection of occupants is not uncommon.
Speeding crashesalso involve other circumstances, such as suicide by the driver
deliberately moving into the path of an oncoming truck, for example.
Two of the casesinvolved stolen cars, travelling at high speed. In onecase the vehicle
was speeding through an intersection (at night, lights off) and was “clipped” by
other the car was being driven
another car sending it out of control into a pole. In the
by a 15 year old at an estimated 16Okm/h, lost control on the gravel road shoulder and
hit atree.

Speeding scenario 3: Intersection collisions.

In some of the cases the vehicle
may be speeding through an intersection and become
involved with a relatively minor collision with another vehicle, whichis sufficient to
push the fastmoving car out of control resulting in a severe impact with roadside
poles. In these cases theother driver doesn’t see the speeding car or motorcycle until
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impact. Some ofthese crashes involve stolen cars being driven at high speeds through
intersections, disregarding traffic signals. Another case involved pedestrians crossing
at an intersection, being hit by a speeding small truck. In this case both the truck
driver and the fatally injured pedestrian had a BAC above 0.05, suggesting that the
alertness of both parties was diminished.

S'eedingscenario 4: Testing out the car.
There is also a group of speeding crashes where the driver is testing out a car. In one
example, the car driver was testing out his friends car (accompanied by the owner and
some other friends) after an afternoon of working on the car, preceded by a few beers.
This testing occurred on an urban street in a 40 km/h speed zone, which despite the
low limit did not deter the driver unexpectedly accelerating hard and losing control of
the vehicle at a high speed (in excess of 1 00krdh) on a bend, impacting a tree. The car
owner died in the crash.

Summary for speeding crashes
Overall speeding crashes may be characterised by the drivers not perceiving (or
caring about?) the risk inherent in driving at a speed excessive for the road and driver
capabilities, nor the possible consequences. That is, if something perturbs the car's
motion then the car's high speed and thedriver's inexperience (lack of skill),
compounded by the vehicle's age, result in loss of control with fatal consequences due
to the high energy impact.
The same perturbations to the vehicle's travel may well occurto many other motorists
but either due to lower speeds, or perhaps appropriate skill levels and newer models,
the vehicle can be controlled or the lower impact energy does not result in fatal or
serious injuries.
The driver's skill levels, what ever they maybe, are of course further reduced by
alcohol and lack of experience. It would also appear from statements made by the
drivers after crashes (at police interviews) that, the drivers in a number ofcases do not
appear to look at their speedometer regularly, and appear to disregard consideration of
their speed relative to the speed limit or road environment.

7.4. CASE SCENARIOS FOR ALCOHOL INVOLVED CRASHES
7.4.1 ALCOHOL: BAC 0.05 -0.15

Of the 26 cases reviewed in detail, 62% were single vehicle crashes, and another 23%
involved a car and a pedestrian. Two were multi-vehicle crashes, andanother two
were single vehicle motorcycle crashes.
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Alcohol (io.15) scenario I: Single vehicle crashes.

For the single vehicle crashes, the most common scenario involved a young driver,
often with passengers. The driver would lose control, typicallyon a bend, and leave
the roadway, colliding with a fixed object, usually a tree or pole, or road signs and
traffic lights. For these single vehicle crashes, rollovers occurred in about30% of the
cases. Often the fatally injured driver or passengerwas not wearing a seatbelt, and was
ejected.
Drivers of the vehicles were commonly noted to have been drinking
at the pub, or had
a few drinks with their mates. Subsequent driving of the vehicle exhibited factors
ranging from sleepiness, inattentiveness to speeding,and to what could be regardedas
“showing off’ to mates in the car. The single vehicle crashes also exhibiteda range of
miscellaneous circumstances which could be regardedas consequences of careless and
inattentive driving. These include a car leaving the road and ending up in a river; a
motor cycle failing to notice cattle on the road, anda car hitting rocks at the end of a
no-through road.

Alcohol (<0.15) scenario 2: Pedestrians.
The other major group of crashes involved pedestrians.In some cases both the car
driver and pedestrian involved had BAC > 0.05. Usually, the driver failed to clearly
notice the pedestrians, who were often wearing dark coloured clothing.It is clear that
this is a particularly risky scenario, as both parties have reduced awareness and
control. These examples tend to suggest the need to focus beyonddrink driving and to
the problem of intoxicated people in general, managing themselves in the
transport
system. In one case the pedestrians declineda lift and were subsequentlyrun over.
As with the single vehicle crashes, there wasalso an element of what can only be
described as very high risk, foolish driving where ”stunts” gowong. For example, a
17 year old driver drag racing swerved towards an onlooker in fun, but thepedestrian
jumped the “wrong” way and was struck.

7.4.2 ALCOHOL: BAC > 0.15

Alcohol (>0.15) scenario I : Pattern of Alcohol consumption.
The significant feature of these crash types is the levelof intoxication reached bythe
driver (as well as any passenger). Commonly the activities leading up to the crash
involve the driver going toa series of pubs usually startingsome time in the early
evening. This usually involves social drinks with friends but includes moving onto
other venues where alcohol is consumed. Typically those involved may go onto
parties or discos later in the evening, stay late continuing todrink through the period.
Meals may or may not be taken inthis time. At some later stage thedriver may leave
together with some friends and be driving home or to some other venue.
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Significantly, in most cases witnesses (bar tenders, passengers, friends) usually state
that the driver did not appear to be that alcohol affected. This contrasts with theactual
high BAC reading later measured.

Alcohol p0.15) scenario 2: Common crash patterns.
The common crashis where the vehicle leaves the road, perhaps on abend and
collides witha tree or pole or rolls over. Other crashes involve the driver losing
control by moving onto thegravel shoulder and trying to correct the vehicleresulting
in crasheswith trees or poles. Often excess speed is also involved. This istrue with
young drivers, who may have recently (eg. within days of the crash) purchased a high
performance vehicle. Not all cases involve young drivers for there is also older age
group whomay also go to the
pub all day and then drive.
Other crashes involve these drivers
being on thewrong side of the road and colliding
with oncoming vehicles.For motorcycles, often the vehicle may hit the curb andlose
control collidingwith fixed objects from fire hydrants to trees.

Alcohol (>0.15) Scenario Summary
Overall these crashes are chmacterised by people drinking, usually socially, over a
number of hours, moving from hotel to hotel or to other parties, resulting in a high
level of BAC. However the degree of intoxication (and hence impairment of driving
capacity) does not appear to be apparent to observers, or possibly the person himself.
Once on theroad the driver usually loses control of thevehicle, often with excess
speed involved, resulting in impact with trees or poles, or roll-overs, and in some
cases other vehicles. Though in most cases the intoxicated driver is killed, in many
others, fellowpassengers are killed or seriously injured as may be the occupants of
other vehicles.

7.5. CASE SCENARIOS FOR YOUNGER ROADUSERS AGED17-20 YEARS

The review of the cases sorted by the age of the driver considered responsible being
17-20 years old provides a wide cross-section of crash types and circumstances. The
crashes may be grouped into single vehicle car or motorcycle crashes; multi vehicle
crashes; bicyclistsbeing struck and pedestrians being hit.

Younger roadusers scenario I (aged 17-20 y): Single vehicle crashes.
A significant proportion of thesecases involved a car leaving the road and hitting a
tree or pole, or rolling over. A whole series of circumstances were often evident: One
case scenarioinvolved the young driver with his mates in his 1971 model VS speeding
and losing control; another involved losing control on wet roads due tobald tyres.
One case involved the driver (after working that night, and previous late nights)
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agreeing to drive some friendsat night to a city, some 2hrs drive away, to settle a
family dispute. The driver's
fatigue led to the car leaving the road and hitting atree,
with three of the occupants killed. In these cases, often neither the driver nor
passengers were wearing their seat belts. Alcohol involvement of thedriver was not
uncommon, with~BAClevels exceeding 0.1% in a number of cases.

Younger roadusers scenario 2 (aged 17-2Oy): Motorcycle crashes.
Motorcycle crashes typically involved the motorcycle leaving theroadway and
colliding with a fixed object
such as apole tree or road sign. In most of the cases, the
rider's BAC was well over 0.1%. Circumstances included unlicensed or learner
drivers; borrowed motorcycle; and speeding. A number of crashes were in typical
urban speed zones of 6Okmih.

Younger roadusers scenario 3 (aged 17-20 yj: Multi-vehicle crashes.
Typically thisinvolved car to car collisions. However in some cases bicyclists were
hit from behind. In oneof thesecases the cyclist had no lights on the bike,and in
another thedriver failed to notice the
cycle due to inattention. Similarly a motorcycle
was struck frombehind whilst stopped at the lights.The car driver failed to notice the
stopped motorbike in time,
was unlicensed and hada high BAC. The multi-vehicle car
crashes ofteninvolved intersection collisions with one of the drivers failing to heed
stop or give way signs. Other circumstances included drivers havingtheir vision
obscured (other vehicles or direct sunlight) and turning in front of oncoming vehicles.
In someof these cases theyoung driver was involved butnot necessarily responsible
for the crash.Other cases involved the young driver swerving to avoid stopped cars
waiting to turn right, losing control and hitting oncoming traffic.

Younger roadusers scenario 4 (aged 17-20 y j : Pedestrian Involved Crashes.
These often involved the young driver hitting a older pedestrian. Typically the elderly
pedestrian would step onto theroadway without apparently looking, and also
commonly the young driver did not see the pedestrian (who may have been wearing
dark clothing)at the time. Often the pedestrian had a high BAC reading. In some
cases the pedestrianwas on acrossing, others on the side of the roadway. In some
cases theyoung driver was considered to have been speeding. One case involved the
police stopping ahigh BAC driver from using his car, with the driver walking and
later struck by a car whilst lying on the roadway.

These cases highlight the high risk faced by both intoxicated drivers and intoxicated
pedestrians: the emphasison stopping drink driving may well lead ina number of
cases to a shiftfrom having at-risk drivers to these drivers instead becoming at-risk
high BAC pedestrians. It is also evidentthat the interaction of alcohol impaired
drivers with alcohol impaired pedestrians may well bea particularly high risk
combination.
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7.6. CASE SCENARIOS FOR YOUNG ROADUSERS AGED 21-25 YEARS
The cases of crashes involving drivers aged 21-25 were similar to those involving the
drivers aged 17-20 years, except that fewer weresingle vehicle crashes.

Young roadusers scenario 1(aged 21-25 years): Single vehicle crashes.

'

A significant proportion of these crashes involveddrivers losing control of their
vehicle on rural roads, on bends with the vehiclerolling over. Ejection of the
passenger or driver was common, with resultant fatal injuries. Other single vehicle
crashes involved hitting tress or poles. One case involvedthe car catching fire as a
result of petrol being carried in the cabin in a spare petrol can. High BAC levels and
fatigue were involved in some of these cases.

Young roadusers scenario2 (aged 21-25y): Motorcycle crashes.
The majority ofthese were single vehicle losingcontrol and hitting trees or poles.
These cases commonly involved BAC in excess of 0.1%. Another notable feature was
that the motorcycle was new, or borrowed and with the rider a learner or
inexperienced. One case illustrates the point. The rider was travelling on hisnew bike
with a group of other motorcyclist, whilst approaching a bend at a speed excessive for
the bend (perhaps for that rider). The bike went into the gravel, slid over an
embankment into the trees, with the rider killed uponthis impact. Inattention also
plays its role with onerider going overto the wrong side of the road and colliding
head on with a near stationary truck.
Young roadusers scenario 3 (aged 21-25y): Multi-vehicle crashes.
The majority of these crashes involved cars or trucks veeringinto the path of
oncoming traffic, with resultant head-on collisions.Examples include a truck being
overloaded, being driven by not the usual driver,at excess speed for the road and load.
The truck tended to swerve to the wrong side of the road on bends, with the resultant
head on collision with the on-coming car. Other common cases involved intersection
collisions. These included cars failing to give way at stop signs or proceeding through
a red light. Other cases involved turningin front of oncoming traffic.

Young roadusers scenario 4 (aged 21-2533): Pedestrians.
A significant proportion of the cases involved pedestrians being struck by cars.
However half of these cases involved young children.As an example, one case
involved parents dropping children off after an outing, with the children disembarking
without effective supervision. The 5 year old dashed across the road and was struck
by a car, which was considered tobe travelling in excess of the speed limit. Another
involved a group of children being struck whilst crossing the road near
an intersection,
which was known to be hazardous. The driver did not see the childrenin time and vice
versa.
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The other pedestrian cases involved high BAC pedestrians being struck whilst
walking along the roadway. One case involved a young driver, bogged in the median
strip, alighting from her c a to examine the situation and beingstruck by a passing car.
Overall the impression is one of inattentive driving (andlack of awareness of risk by
pedestrians), with perhaps excess speed such that when the drivers encounter an
emergency situation, their response is too late or inadequate.

7.7. CASE SCENARIOS FOR ELDERLY ROADUSERS
-AGED OVER 65 YEARS

Crashes involving elderly drivers are characterised by thehigh proportion being multi
-vehicle'crashes. Other crashes involved collisions with trains, pedestrians and some
single vehicle crashes.

Elderly roadusers scenario 1 (aged over 6 5 ~ ) :Multi-vehicle crashes.
These crashes fell into three main groups:

(9. Head-on collisions: These involved vehicles veering tothe wrong side of the road
and colliding with oncoming vehicles. In some of these cases the older driver was
responsible and in others the other driver (for example young drivers aged 25y) veered
into the path of the elderly driver: most of these cases involved fatigue/falling asleep
on the part of one of the drivers. Examples include an older driver being tiredduring a
long trip, falling asleep and veering over into oncoming traffic. Another case of the
older driver veering into the path of oncoming traffic was attributedto possible
epilepsy and the effects of medication. Other cases involve misjudgment on the part
of the older driver. For example, as the roadway narrowed from three to two lanes,
the older driver tried get aheadof a truck, misjudged the gap remaining, struck the
iruck and then struck an oncoming vehicle. Another case, not isolated to older drivers,
involved the driver stopped waiting to turn right, beinghit by a vehicle from behind,
and pushed into oncoming traffic.
(ii) Miscellaneous: Other cases involve a multitude of circumstances. For example an
older driver was driving a truck, which triedto brake to avoid vehicles stopped in
front of it. The brakes did not function properly, resulting in the truckskidding and
rolling onto a car, crushing the vehicle and killing its occupant.
(iii) Intersection crashes: The other major category of multi-vehicle crashes occurs at
intersections. Typically this involves the older driver failing to giveXvay to other
vehicles at intersection, as required. These drivers either do notobserve or notice the
stop or give way signs and collide with cross traffic;or do stop at the intersection but
then proceed into the path o f a vehicle going through the intersection. In these cases it
would appear that these drivers either didnot see the approaching car or misjudged its
proximity. Often in these cases other elderly (in their70's) passengers are in the car as
well and these may be killed in the collision.
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Circumstances includeone case in which the older driver went out for lunch,
consumed some alcohol, was tired, stopped at a stop sign but then proceeded into the
path of a vehicle going through the intersection.
Two other cases cited involve collisionswith trains at crossings.In both of these cases
the crossinghad bells and flashing lights, with the older driverapparently not aware
of eitheras they drove straight into the train.

Elder& roadusers scenario2 (aged over 6.5~):Single vehicle crashes.
These were much less frequent than themulti-vehicle crashes. These typically
involved the older driver being fatigued, falling asleep and losing control of the
vehicle which then left the
road and rolled over. Case examples include the driver
falling asleep, moving onto thegravel shoulder with the passenger noticing and
waking the driver. The driver then tried to regain control, skidded on theshoulder and
rolled over.

Elder& roadusers scenario3 (aged over 65y): Pedestrians.
Crashes involving older drivers with
pedestrians were relatively infrequent. However
one case involveda 82y pedestrian stepping out onto theroad without looking, and
into the path ofa car. Another case involved a 22y pedestrian moving unexpectedly
onto the roadway from between parked vehicles, and struck by a car driven by a 65y
old. Thepedestrian was agitated as he had been having a family dispute, the car driver
also had consumed some alcohol.
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GLOSSARY OFTERMS/DEFINITIONS
All terms in CAPITALS below are consistent with the variable names and
coding used in the fatalfiles and referenced in theDocumentation of File Structure
(Federal Office of Road Safety Fatal File, 1988).
AIS
AIS severity codes

articulated truck
BAC
bicycle
bus
carriageway
crash
cyclist
DCA
DCA event

head-on crash

manoeuvring

mid-block
motorcycle

"_

Abbreviated Iniurv Scale. 1985 version. American
Association for Automotive Medicine
1-Minor 2-Moderate 3-Serious 4-Severe 5-Critical 6 Virtually unsurvivable
Truck with detachable cabin (VBODY=30-40)
Blood alcohol content
Bicycle or tricycle (VBODY=ll)
Motor vehicle with more than 9 seats (VTYF'E=8.9),
That partof the road which normallycarries traffic;
does not include median strips
Fatal crash
Bicyclist
Definition for Classifying Accidents, 3 digit code.
The central crash event, often the first collision on the
caniageway;>100 possible codes. See diagram in
Appendix.
Crash type involving vehicles from opposing
directions at an intersection or mid-block @CA=2029)
Major crash type including vehicles making U turns,
parking reversing, emerging horn a
drivewayilanewayifootpatWmedian, but excluding
overtaking (DCA=40-49)
More than 10m from an intersection
Motorcycle, motor scooter, trail bike or moped
(VRODY
0)
,
- x-1",
Person in controlof motor cycle (PERLOC=2)
A fatal crash involvingat least two non-stationary
motor vehicles
Less than 10m from intersection but not within
intersection
A crash in which the vehicle loses control and leaves
the carriageway; also includes crashes with the
vehicles out of control on the carriageway andnot
hitting an object (DCA=70-89)
A crash in which the vehiclecollides with a stationary
object on the carriageway(DCA=60-69)
Person other than a driver, passenger. cyclist or
motorcyclist PERLOC=4 (and 2 cases with
PERLOC=26-extemal to vehicle)
~~

~~

~

~

motorcyclist
multiple motor vehicle
crash
near intersection
off path crash

on path crash
pedestrian

~~

~

>-
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~edestriancrash

~assengervehicle

ear end crashes

igid truck

wal

; m e direction crash
;ingle motor vehicle crash

lrban

A crash in which at least one pedestrian dies.
Effectively, PEDS>O, although PEDS is the number of
pedestrians killed or injured. However, in the 1988
fatal file, for all fatal crashes involving one or more
pedestrians, at least one of these died. Also included
are 2 crashes where PEDS=O, but DCA=8
(boardinghlighting) and vehicle was stationary
(PRIORMOV=12, 13,14) andPERLOC=26 (external
to the vehicle).
Motor vehicle with up to 9 seats andor not exceeding
3.5 tonnes:cars, station wagons, utilities, passenger
vans and 4 wheel drive vehicles (VBODY=1-7,20 and
VTYPE=5,6,7,10)
Vehicle colliding withrear of another vehicle in the
same lane (DCA=30)
A truck with a non-detachable cabin. This includes
vans over 3.5 tonnes, table top trucks, tip trucks and
other non-articulated trucks (VBODY=20-26).
people andc)
Includes a) Rural. b) small towns 1-200 ~t o d c i t y boundaries (LANDCLS=2,4, 6, IO, 1 I )
Crash involving vehicles travelling in the same
direction (DCA 30-39)
A fatal crash involving a single movinghon-stationary
motor vehicle; crashes involving one vehicle hitting a
&vehicle are included, but collisions with
bicycles or pedestrians are ~xduded
City, town population >200, not urbadrural
bo&daries~LANDCLS=l,3 , 5 , 7 , 9 )
_

I
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APPENDIX 1
DEFINITIONS FOR CLASSIFYING ACCIDENTS-DCA'S
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APPENDIX 2
CASE SCENARIOS
PROFORMA USED FOR ANALYSIS
OF ORIGINAL CASE MATERIAL
AND DEVELOPMENT OF CASE SCENARIOS
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